The efforts of college and university student affairs professionals, who aim to improve student life, integrate new student groups, and attract and retain students, are becoming critical to institutions attempting to maintain enrollments of qualified students, ensure academic achievement, place graduates, and develop supportive alumni. Changes in student affairs contexts and clienteles are evidenced in uneven success with students from underrepresented groups, demographic shifts, expanding use of information technologies, increases in violence, the burden of debt, and new emphasis on accountability. An expanded role for student affairs is demanded, which would require creatively and collaboratively integrating the theory and practice of student affairs, integrating the academic and student affairs communities, and integrating campus and society. Challenges for the student affairs professional in this new role include developing vision, streamlining the administrative decision making process, developing comprehensive strategies, and recommitting to student development. The new role for student affairs calls for changes in the programs and services offered, the professional skills employed by student affairs professionals, and the content of the preparation and continuing development of professionals. (Contains approximately 250 references.) (JDD)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Colleges and universities today are confronted with a variety of changing conditions that demand attention; indeed, the formulation of appropriate and effective responses to a changing world has become increasingly important to institutions' vitality and viability. Changes in society, in the higher education enterprise, and in the types and characteristics of students are among those issues that must be addressed.

Increasingly, the efforts of student affairs aimed at improving student life, integrating new student groups, and attracting and retaining students are becoming critical to institutions attempting to maintain enrollments of qualified students, ensure academic achievement, place graduates, and develop supportive alumni. Institutions' use of these strategies in response to changing conditions creates opportunities for student affairs professionals to become leaders within institutions as they contribute significantly to institutions' viability.

Under pressure to pare budgets, student affairs organizations must move quickly to demonstrate their centrality to institutional vitality or face disproportionate cuts in programs and services (Cage 1992).

To What Changes Must Student Affairs Organizations Respond?

Institutions and their student affairs organizations are confronted with various changes in their contexts and clienteles. The first of these trends, leading to change in society, is evidenced in uneven success with students from underrepresented groups in the education pipeline, demographic shifts, expanding use of information technologies, increasing violence, and the burden of debt. Second, institutions and their student affairs organizations must respond to the new accountability in higher education, even as public confidence in its colleges and universities erodes and new revenues become increasingly scarce. Colleges and universities find themselves subject to a growing array of state and federal statutes, regulations, initiatives, and judicial interventions.

In What Ways Can Student Affairs Offer Leadership To Respond to Changing Conditions?

In response to changing conditions, institutions are redoubling efforts to manage student enrollments—seeking new student clienteles while striving to retain students to graduation, employing quality management, modifying programs...
and services to meet students' changing needs, seeking new
sources of revenues while searching to contain costs, building
partnerships, and focusing efforts to enhance students' in-
volved on campus.

Current efforts on campus suggest increasing congruity
between the traditional goals of student affairs and broader
institutional goals; research on efforts by student affairs orga-
nizations aimed at student development, once regarded as
peripheral, demonstrates increasing importance to an insti-
Student affairs organizations enhance students' involvement,
working to establish multicultural environments, confronting
violence on campus, managing enrollments, and helping
faculty to understand students unlike themselves. As recog-
nition grows for student affairs professionals' efforts in pursuit
of the traditional goals of student development, an expanded
role for student affairs is demanded.

What New Role Is Emerging for Student Affairs?
The student affairs organization shares the orientations of
faculty, students, and administrators, and its position on the
borders of these groups could be its greatest strength:

Truly, student personnel workers have the opportunities
to be central figures for campus improvement in an era
when resources must be perceived as newly combined rather
than as new (Silverman 1980, p. 12).

Further:

If the developmental model emerged in part to supply a
positive and less reactive approach to student life, then we
must now move to the next step to incorporate a positive
approach to institutional life and to respond positively to
the issues facing our institutions (Smith 1982, p. 57).

Failing to accept this challenge could prove costly to the
profession:

Student personnel work in the next 50 years will be called
upon to perform even more significant functions than it
has for the past 50. If it responds with creativity, ingenuity,
and flexibility, there is no doubt of its future. If, however,
it becomes the agent of the status quo and mere tradition, other fields will assume its work, and it will be reduced to performing mere housekeeping functions (Shaffer 1993, p. 167).

In accepting this challenge, student affairs professionals can become institutional integrators, creatively and collaboratively integrating students’ and the institution’s development.

Serving as integrators within institutions, student affairs professionals stand to become more centrally and integrally involved in the direction of the institution. They will do so, however, only if they are able to integrate and apply theories of student development and institutional development, work collaboratively with faculty and other administrators in developing comprehensive responses, and join with students in recognizing the increasing need to integrate institutional practices with societal challenges and opportunities.

What Implications Does This New Role Have For Student Affairs?

A new role for student affairs calls for changes in the programs and services offered by student affairs, the professional skills employed by student affairs professionals, and the content of the preparation and continuing development of professionals. Several programs and services stand to be enhanced by the changing role: enrollment management, the development of multicultural environments, and efforts to foster community service, activism, and service learning.

To assume a more central position of leadership in the institution, student affairs professionals must possess a wider repertoire of skills. Traditional skills required in the promotion of student development must be matched with the skills needed to help the student affairs professional serve as environmental scanner, milieu manager, market analyst, legal adviser, development officer, researcher, and quality assurance specialist. In short, student affairs professionals must continue to build their repertoire of skills to enable them to lead an institution's efforts to develop comprehensive responses to changing conditions.

The development of new skills for student affairs professionals has clear implications for the preparation and continuing professional development of individuals in the profession. Efforts to establish common learning for student
affairs professionals are still young (Hunter and Comey 1991) but hold great promise for defining the profession and its practice. Preparation programs tend to focus on administration or counseling, while emerging roles for student affairs professionals call for professionals who are competent in both counseling and administration and are able to integrate the skills of each to serve students and their institutions. As a result, graduate preparation programs must incorporate such studies as organizational development, quality management, planning, evaluation and research, and current issues in higher education. Further, continuing professional education must work toward the development and enhancement of professional knowledge and skills for new roles.

A new role also creates challenges for the application of student development. If student development is to offer guidance to the profession and become more useful to the student affairs integrator, then (1) the understanding and application of student development must become more integrated with practice in student affairs, (2) student development theory must encompass an increasingly diverse student population, and (3) student development and organizational development must become better integrated.

To better serve as integrators within the institution, student affairs professionals must:

1. Assess and understand the institutional environment;
2. Foster collaborative problem solving;
3. Develop professional collaboration with faculty;
4. Disseminate strategic information on students, their expectations, needs, interests, and abilities;
5. Translate goals for student affairs to others in the institution in meaningful terms;
6. Contribute to the quality of the academic experience;
7. Contribute to the effective and efficient management of the institution; and
8. Develop skills for a broader role.

Institutions, if they are to take advantage of current and future contributions of student affairs professionals should:

1. Recognize, enhance, and support the efforts of student affairs;
2. Consider student affairs professionals full partners in the institution; and
3. Challenge student affairs professionals to make greater contributions to the institution.

In addition, student personnel preparation programs must be reconceptualized to develop the broader skills necessary for the profession, including greater attention to skills of leadership, such as planning, management, and evaluation. And finally, associations of student affairs professionals must:

1. Continue to provide direction for a changing profession; and
2. Provide and promote continuing professional education at all levels.
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One of the first distinctive administrative positions in higher education, other than college president, was dean of students. It was created not out of a great concern for students’ life outside the classroom but because the faculty felt that the combined role of teacher and disciplinarian was contradictory and dysfunctional. As the basic values of the German university model that promoted greater isolation of the faculty to pursue scholarship (freedom to teach) and greater independence among students (freedom to learn) were embraced for undergraduate education, it became more apparent that it was best to keep separate the intellectual nurturing role of the faculty from the negative role of disciplinarian so often associated with students’ social life.

This separation had greater consequences than just administrative specialization, for it created a sense that students’ nonclassroom or extracurricular experience was not a significant part of their education. Several reviews of the research on the impact of college on students disputed this concept, particularly *The Impact of Colleges on Students* (K.A. Feldman and T.M. Newcomb [San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1969]) and *How College Affects Students: Findings and Insights from Twenty Years of Research* (E. Pascarella and P.T. Terenzini [San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1991]). These researchers found that, after certain variables, such as natural maturation, are held constant, what distinct impact that can be attributed from the college experience can be attributed as much to experiences outside the classroom as to those in the classroom. And if one of the aims of colleges is to have a distinctive impact on their students, they need to integrate better total college experiences. Thus, higher education institutions could greatly increase their impact on students if they reversed the practice of separating the roles of student affairs administrators from those of faculty and began to develop a partnership that would create a more unified environment.

The role of student affairs or student life administrators as integrators has taken on an equally important function in the overall administration of an institution. As Peter H. Garland, assistant commissioner for postsecondary and higher education in the Pennsylvania Department of Education, and Thomas W. Grace, ombudsman for the Department of Housing and Residence Life and adjunct associate professor in higher education administration at New York University, discuss in *New Perspectives for Student Affairs Professionals*...
Evolving Realities, Responsibilities and Roles, the management of higher education institutions is seen increasingly as an interrelated, systematic process. Each administrative position and action has an impact on and is reacted to by some other part of the institution. The effect of the actions of student affairs administrators must be considered when developing an institution’s strategic plan. For example, the successful accomplishment of academic goals is now seen as interdependent with the policies and procedures of the residence halls and the student center—places where students socialize and study. The quality of entering freshmen is determined by the effectiveness of the enrollment management office, which is influenced by the general satisfaction of the current student body and recent graduates. Both faculty and general administrators of a higher education institution are gradually seeing that, if they are to be successful, they must include student affairs in planning. In return, student affairs staff are realizing that they need to develop new skills if they are to integrate successfully with the organization’s other cultures.

Organizations can no longer operate successfully without taking into consideration the interrelationship of each organizational unit. The research on the impact of college demonstrates the importance of the extracurricular for students’ growth. The recent literature on management points to the wisdom of team efforts in developing goals and procedures. The role that student affairs can play as an integrator between the many units of an institution is enormous, but this role will not be achieved by accident. It will take new skills learned through continuous training and a new way of thinking about the interrelationship of student affairs with the mission of the institution. New Perspectives for Student Affairs Professionals will be very useful in stimulating the discussions to facilitate these changes.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor, Professor of Higher Education Administration, and Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
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THE EVOLVING ROLE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

Higher education in the United States is characterized by continuing evolution to meet the changing needs of society. Colonial colleges served society by preparing clergymen and societal leaders through a pious liberal arts curriculum for those few men who would become church and political leaders (Moore 1990; Rudolph 1962). During the next hundred years, an industrializing society needed a wider variety of social, political, and business leaders. Institutions of higher education responded by educating students for a wider range of roles in society and sought to serve society more directly through pure and applied research. After World War II, returning GIs and their children challenged educational institutions to provide education in an ever-widening array of careers and to open educational opportunity to all. New academic programs, new means of delivery, new types of students, and expanding roles for institutions in research, technological application, and continuing education have led to the colleges and universities of today.

This ongoing evolution has not occurred without pain. More important, dynamic institutions in concert with an equally dynamic society have created exciting opportunities for those on and off campus. And like the institutions it is part of, student affairs has evolved over time.

In colonial colleges, the student affairs function, performed by faculty and tutors, was central to these institutions' goals for intellectual and moral development. With the growth of the extracurriculum and attempts to enliven the collegiate experience, expanding enrollments, and increasingly professional faculty, more diverse and complex institutions of the 19th century called for administrators to coordinate and advise a growing number of extracurricular programs and services (Rudolph 1962). In this century, an increasingly sophisticated student affairs profession has promoted the development of the whole person as an educational goal (Brown 1972; Miller and Prince 1976).

Institutions in this decade are changing again. First are societal changes, including uneven success with students from underrepresented groups in the education pipeline (Levine and Associates 1989), the burden of personal, corporate, and national debt (Frances and Harrison 1993), and an increasingly violent society (Siegel 1990). Second are changes in higher education itself, including a loss of public trust (Bok 1992), renewed demands for public accountability (Russell...
1992), and budgetary constraints (Hines 1992). And third are changes in students, including an increasingly diverse student population (Gerald and Hussar 1992), increasing financial pressures on students (Astin et al. 1992), and growing interest in activism and community service (Levine and Hirsch 1990).

In response to these and other trends, institutions are launching new or enhanced efforts aimed at managing enrollments, promoting cultural pluralism and community involvement, garnering new sources of revenues, attempting to contain costs, and improving the quality of services to students. The role of student affairs professionals is central to and critical in many of these efforts.

Recognition of the importance of student affairs in these efforts on a growing number of campuses is leading to increased recognition of the congruity between the goals of student affairs and those of the institution at large. That is, serving students well is being rediscovered as an essential and defining goal of institutions of higher education. Efforts to increase enrollments of students from underrepresented groups, improve retention, and enhance academic achievement continue to grow on campuses throughout the country, creating opportunities for student affairs professionals to become fuller partners within institutions. A growing body of research documents the importance of these efforts as critical elements in institutional responses to changing conditions (Astin 1992; Green 1983). In particular, students' involvement in the collegiate experience is important, and the role that student affairs professionals play in promoting that involvement is critical (Astin 1985, 1992).

Thus, the traditional goals of student affairs—the development of the whole person, fostering involvement in the community, cultural pluralism, civic responsibility, and international understanding—are increasingly recognized as essential institutional goals. The potential for increased importance of student affairs continues to call for a revision of the role of student affairs professional. Student affairs professionals find themselves being integrators within the institution, integrating students' needs and traditional goals of student affairs on one hand with the varied needs of institutions responding to changing conditions on the other.

This role calls for an examination of student affairs programs and services and the skills needed by professionals. Perhaps most important, it establishes a new agenda for the
preparation and continuing professional education of student affairs staff.

**Changing Roles for Student Affairs**

Responding to society’s changing needs, student affairs has assumed a number of important roles within colleges and universities. The role has evolved from that of disciplinarian to coordinator and, more recently, to educator. The role of student affairs professional continues to build. Today, he or she serves as environmental scanner, milieu manager, market analyst, legal adviser, development officer, researcher, and quality assurance specialist.

**The disciplinarian**

Tutors responsible for student affairs at colonial colleges monitored students’ behavior as guardians and catalysts of moral development. The concept of in loco parentis, which guided the relationship between students and the institution until recent years, is rooted in this concern for the moral life of young students (Moore 1990). College officials, acting in the place of parents, monitored students’ social and moral development, often entailing punishing students for violations of any of hundreds of rules (Rudolph 1962). The student affairs portion of their work consisted of “a persistent emphasis on extracurricular religion, and also a considerable snooping into the personal lives of the student” (Cowley 1949, p. 20).

The goal of education in the colonial and pre–Civil War periods was to develop in young students a disciplined mind and soul, or, put another way, the goal of institutions was the development of a proper morality befitting an educated man. As a result, academic affairs and student affairs remained complementary goals of the faculty (Rudolph 1962; Ryan 1992).

Discipline was the student affairs approach in this period, but it began to change with students’ increasing numbers and colleges’ growing complexity. The notion that certain members of the college community would be responsible for shaping students’ behavior and mete out discipline, however, took root at that time and remains with us to this day.

**The coordinator**

The rise of the U.S. university, embracing the evolution of the academic profession and the diversification of institutional mission, led to the establishment and expansion of the stu
dent services profession. Perhaps the most influential of these trends was the increasing specialization of the faculty. Enlivened by opportunities to conduct research and to pursue scholarship, and with the growing diversification of faculty roles and fields of study, the academician of the late 1800s sought to be released of responsibilities associated with student life. The birth of the student affairs profession is usually marked by the appointment of the first personnel dean at Harvard in 1870 to handle the discipline of students (Shaffer 1987), taking the burden of student discipline off the shoulders of the newly appointed president, Charles William Elliot, who sought to free his time and that of his faculty for the pursuit of research and scholarship (Fenske 1989). Most aspiring universities and colleges soon adopted the practice of appointing a student personnel officer.

Co-curricular activities expanded after the Civil War, increasing the specialization and complexity of expanding colleges and universities. Seeking more stimulation than classrooms provided, students became involved in Greek letter societies, intercollegiate athletics, student publications, and literary and debating societies (Rudolph 1962), and, in response to the growing number of activities for students, institutions began to employ student services administrators to oversee and advise students on the activities that soon became an important part of college life.

Through much of this period, student affairs staff retained custodial responsibility over students' behavior while increasing their responsibility in an increasing number of activities. In addition, a number of student-related functions, including registration, advising, and counseling, became the province of many student affairs staffs (Cowley 1949).

**The educator**

The expansion of the student personnel movement after World War I occurred as a result of the acceptance of mental testing and counseling employed on a large scale by the Army during the war (Herr and Cramer 1979). The use of counseling and testing to assist an individual direct his or her talents and energies gained credibility and was adopted on campuses. The growth of this "personnel guidance" movement offered student affairs staff a greater degree of professionalism, and the development and application of new psychological and pedagogical theories supported the need for a student
personnel function. The higher education community was beginning to accept the notion that noncognitive needs were important to the development of college students. Student health services, career placement, and intramural and intercollegiate athletics became part of an expanding and diversifying student affairs function on many college and university campuses (Brubacher and Rudy 1976).

Recovering from setbacks as a result of the depression, the student affairs profession prospered in the period preceding and just following World War II—a "golden age" for the student affairs profession (Deegan 1981)—when the identity of, emphasis on, and sophistication of student affairs functions increased. With publications by the American Council on Education describing college student personnel work, the philosophical basis of the profession sharpened, emphasizing the underlying spirit of "the personnel point of view":

The concept of education is broadened to include attention to the student's well-rounded development—physically, socially, emotionally, and spiritually, as well as intellectually. The student is thought of as a responsible participant in his own development and not as a passive recipient. . . . As a responsible participant in the societal processes of our American democracy, his full and balanced maturity is viewed as a major end goal of education and, as well, a necessary means to the fullest development of his fellow citizens (American Council on Education 1949, p. 1).

Continued expansion of higher education in the 1960s and 1970s resulted in increased numbers of professionals with specialized responsibilities. Student affairs was called upon to provide a wider array of services in the areas of admissions, registration and records, financial aid, housing and food services, student activities, personal and academic counseling, orientation, and special services to a growing student body.

It was also a period of unrest among students, however, the aftermath of which proved to be a significant philosophical loss for the profession. In loco parentis, which institutions employed to guide their relations with students, was one of the many casualties of the period, along with the authority structures it fostered. Student personnel staff were caught in the uncomfortable position of needing to react to rapid changes among students without an organizing philosophy.
As a result, an increasingly diverse and complex profession sought to reestablish its theoretical base for professional practice and to embrace a philosophy to guide its efforts within the institution. Conceived in 1968, the Tomorrow’s Higher Education Project of the American College Personnel Association emerged as an effort to define the mission and role of student affairs, the commitment to student development—the theories of human development applied to the postsecondary education setting—as a guiding theory, and the continued attempt to ensure that the development of the whole person was an institutional priority. With this activity, the student affairs profession sought to become more than a disciplinarian of student conduct or a coordinator of student activities and services and instead a human service professional responsible for shaping the development of students and student groups (Miller and Prince 1976).

The Role of Student Affairs Today

It is time to reflect on the changing role of student affairs and what is special about the profession (Clement and Rickard 1992). “Centering” the profession (see American Council on Education 1937, 1949) will be essential to meet the challenges of the 1990s. While the role and practice of the profession have evolved, the traditional goals of the student affairs profession remain strong.

The role of student affairs professional has continued to grow in support of institutional goals and needs, but in the role of supporting academic and institutional functions, student affairs has often been regarded as peripheral. Changing conditions in society, students, and higher education, however, demand new responses from institutions, and the involvement of student affairs in those responses is proving to be increasingly central as a result of increasing congruence between the goals of the institution and student affairs professionals—recruiting and retaining students, enhancing students’ achievement, advising students about career development and placement, dealing with campus violence and intolerance, and creating inclusive campus communities. Student affairs professionals have the opportunity to be leaders in the achievement of institutional goals and, in so doing, integrating professional goals (student development) with institutional goals (organizational development).
The idea that student affairs professionals can serve as integrators within institutions is not new. The student personnel field must contribute to the institution as a whole and not solely to student development if it is to remain vital (Shaffer 1973).

If the developmental model emerged in part to supply a positive and less reactive approach to student life, then we must now move to the next step to incorporate a positive approach to institutional life and to respond positively to the issues facing our institutions (Smith 1982, p. 57).

As an integrator, the student affairs organization on campus shares the orientation of the three major campus groups: faculty, students, and administrators and its position on the borders of those groups could be its greatest strength.

Our uniqueness as student personnel workers rests on our ability to fashion significant educational environments, using the resources, values, norms, and opportunities of the variety of constituencies on our campuses. To the extent that we are successful in our innovative work, we will be respected, not because of position, but as a result of the impacts we have on campus life. Truly, student personnel workers have the opportunities to be central figures for campus improvement in an era when resources must be perceived as nearly combined rather than as new (Silverman 1980, p. 12).

Failing to accept the challenge to serve institutions and students effectively could prove costly for student affairs.

Student personnel work in the next 50 years will be called upon to perform even more significant functions than it has for the past 50. If it responds with creativity, ingenuity, and flexibility, there is no doubt of its future. If, however, it becomes the agent of the status quo and mere tradition, other fields will assume its work, and it will be reduced to performing mere housekeeping functions (Shaffer 1973, p. 167).

As integrators, student affairs professionals define their priorities and goals in terms of the institution and its students.
To serve effectively in that role within institutions, student affairs professionals will need to more successfully integrate the profession’s philosophy, the efforts of the academic and student affairs worlds, and institutions with the society of which they are a part. Doing so will be challenging, but with the increasing recognition of the importance of student affairs in meeting the challenges of changing conditions, student affairs professionals can seize a special opportunity. But they will need to be ready to serve in a number of capacities not envisioned in the “traditional” role of student affairs.

The student affairs professional—today and in the future—must integrate the traditional student affairs roles as disciplinarian, coordinator, and educator with roles as environmental scanner, milieu manager, market analyst, legal adviser, development officer, researcher, and quality assurance specialist. As an integrator, the student affairs professional must focus attention on both students’ and the institution’s needs and seek to satisfy both. The function as an integrator will be increasingly important to the identification and achievement of institutional goals.
A CHANGING SOCIETY

The world of higher education is constantly changing, but the rate of change in the recent past is stretching institutions' resourcefulness. Higher education must respond to a society that is becoming more culturally diverse, is strapped with debt at a time when the cost of health care, welfare, criminal justice, and education continues to climb, is restructuring the way in which most tasks are carried out because of the increasing capacity of information technologies, and is becoming more violent. Each of these trends, shaping as they do the societal context for higher education, is leading to changes in institutional priorities, goals, and operations. By extension, these trends have important implications for the role of student affairs professionals (Allen and Garb 1993).

Continuing demographic evolution is leading to a society that is increasingly diverse, yet our ability to enable success for African-Americans, Latinos, Asian-Americans, and others is uneven. The extent of national, corporate, and personal debt shapes decisions and constrains opportunities throughout society. Demographic shifts—the graying of the population and regional variations in population growth and patterns of immigration—create problems and opportunities for institutions of higher education. The expanding capacity of information technologies is changing the ways in which we manufacture goods, educate people, and conduct business. And increasing violence brings a wide range of problems to campus.

A More Diverse Nation
The population of the United States continues to diversify. Minorities now make up 21.3 percent of the nation's population (Sagaria and Johnsrud 1991), and with higher birthrates and increasing numbers of immigrants from Central and South America, Asia, and Africa, minorities will continue to make up a larger portion of our citizens. While the nation's population grew by 10.2 percent from 1980 to 1990, growth rates of 11.7 percent for African-Americans, 38.7 percent for Native Americans, 104.7 percent for Asian-Americans, and 52.8 percent for Latinos were considerably higher (Hodgkinson 1991). On average, these groups are younger than whites. By 2010, 38 percent of the nation's youth will be made up of African-Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, and Asian Americans, up from 30 percent in 1990 (Hodgkinson 1991). In some states—Hawaii, Texas, California, and New York, for example—
members of these groups will make up more than 50 percent of youth.

These figures suggest great potential for the enrollments of colleges and universities to become more representative of the nation's diversity. Nearly 3 million students from cultural or ethnic minority groups are enrolled in higher education (Carter and Merkowitz 1993), but our success in enabling students from underrepresented groups to enroll in college has not yet equaled that of whites. Despite increasing rates of graduation from high schools, African-Americans still fall behind whites in graduating (63 percent and 75 percent, respectively) (Solomon 1989). More disturbing is that the percentage of African-Americans who matriculate to colleges and universities continues to decline.

The Latino population in the United States is growing faster than that of African-Americans. While the number of Latino students in public education more than doubled from 1968 to 1986 (from 2 million to 4 million) (Orfield 1989), the rate at which Latino students graduate from high school (about 50 percent) and continue in postsecondary education (45 percent) shows no clear pattern of increase. While Latino enrollments in higher education continue to increase—up 10.7 percent from 1990-91 to 1991-92 for a total of 867,000 students (Carter and Merkowitz 1993)—these students represent a decreasing percentage of Latinos 18 and older (Orfield 1989).

As for African American students, greater attention must be paid to the fact that Latinos increasingly are concentrated in low income minority schools with poor records of graduation and achievement (Orfield 1989). Society must increase its efforts in concert with institutions of higher education to improve these schools if more Latino students are to complete high school and successfully make the transition to postsecondary education.

The fastest growing minority group in the United States is Asian Americans. As a group, Asian Americans graduate from high school and attend higher education institutions at a higher rate than whites. Asian-Americans will likely grow to account for 7 percent of all students in higher education in the 1990s (Suzuki 1989). Despite the image of success, however, not all Asian American students experience equally high rates of achievement. Patterns of success and college attendance are very different for students of Japanese, Korean, Chi-
nese, Vietnamese, and Pacific Island descent. Furthermore, despite increasing educational success, which often exceeds that of white students, Asian-Americans continue to face inequities in employment and income (Suzuki 1989). Efforts to cap enrollments of Asian-Americans at institutions could limit the ability to reduce these inequities.

Native Americans are a smaller but no less significant group on campus. From 1980 to 1990, the nation's Native American population grew 38.7 percent, compared to whites, which grew by only 3.9 percent (Hodgkinson 1991). In 1991, 114,000 Native American students were enrolled in institutions of higher education, up 10.7 percent from the previous year and representing 0.8 percent of all enrollments in higher education (Chronicle 1993b). Native American students are the least successful in persistence of all minority groups, facing particular problems with finances and academic preparation (Cibik and Chambers 1991).

During the 1980s, 6 million legal and some 2 million illegal immigrants settled in the United States (Stewart 1991). The largest portion of these immigrants were from Asia and Latin America; together, they made up one-third of the nation's population growth from 1980 to 1990. The ability of these recent immigrants to move into higher education and succeed is shaped by previous education and their immigration status. New immigration policies adopted in the late 1980s give preference to individuals with more education and training and will likely favor individuals with greater interest in and ability for higher education (Stewart 1991).

With regard to growth of these minority populations, recent reports by the U.S. Department of Education based on the 1990 Census project enrollments in grades 9 through 12 to grow 25 percent from 1991 to 2003 (Gerald and Hussar 1992). Similarly, college and university enrollments are projected to grow by 14 percent in the same period, fueled in large part by more high school graduates, increasing from a low of 2.5 million in 1991-92 to 3 million in 2002-3 (Gerald and Hussar 1992). Recent cuts in state funding and the inability of states to expand their institutions to meet demands are likely to mitigate this growth (Immerwahr and Parkas 1993).

Any growth will likely be uneven because states and regions expect very different growth patterns. The number of high school graduates, for example, is expected to decrease by as much as 17 percent in West Virginia and increase by as much
as 60 percent in Nevada (Hodgkinson 1991), reflecting the general pattern of constant or declining population in the Northeast and Midwest and growth in the South and West.

The rate of growth for African-Americans, Latinos, Asian-Americans, and others and the age of each population will also create different trends for different regions. By 2000, African-Americans will constitute 13.1 percent of the U.S. population but 19 percent of the population in the South, 12 percent in the Northeast, 11 percent in the Midwest, and 6 percent in the West. In five states and the District of Columbia, African-Americans represent 25 percent or more of the population (Thomas and Hirsch 1989).

Most Latinos are concentrated in the Southwest and the metropolitan areas of Miami, Chicago, and New York, and each area has a different mix of Mexican Americans, Cubans, Puerto Ricans, and other Latinos. Asian-Americans are concentrated in the Pacific Rim states, but like Latinos, substantial numbers of Asian-American students are found in certain other states and regions of the country.

Other Demographic Trends

The aging of the American population is another matter of concern for institutions of higher education. The fastest-growing age cohort is 35- to 44-year-olds: The baby boomers are reaching middle age. This group, already better educated than previous generations, is not enrolling in higher education as adults to the extent that the previous generation did. Perhaps the number of adults who actually attend college peaked in 1988 and their numbers will decline through the remainder of the century as these baby boomers move beyond their peak enrollment age (Brazziel 1989). The regions of the country where the decline in 18-year-olds is most severe (the Northeast and Midwest) will also see the sharpest decline in adult students (Solomon 1989).

This situation creates a double blow to institutions in the Northeast and Midwest: fewer adult students and fewer students of traditional age. Moreover, in these states, an aging population is less inclined to continue or increase funding for higher education (Astin 1992; Hines 1992). And to add to the dilemma, a large portion of the nation's institutions of higher education are concentrated in these regions. Thus we read about downsizing, closing, and merging institutions in the Northeast and Midwest at the same time we read of
pressures to expand or develop new institutions in the South and West. Concern about the inability of state resources to fund needed expansion in California is fueling concerns that higher education is increasingly out of reach of many potential college students (Immerwahr and Farkas 1993).

The Burden of Debt

If the 1980s can be thought of as a spending spree, the 1990s will be remembered as the decade when the bills came due. From 1980 to 1990, the national debt increased from $900 billion to $3.2 trillion, and servicing the debt now consumes about 60 percent of federal personal income tax receipts (Frances and Harrison 1993). This level of debt continues to preclude additional government spending to lift the economy out of its doldrums.

As the federal government's spending on defense and health and social welfare entitlements grew in the 1980s, the burden of funding other programs typically shifted to state governments. The direct effects of the debt on the capacity of the federal government to spend and the consequent effects on strained state budgets have led to limited growth and real cuts in monies available for financial assistance for students and institutional subsidies. The extent of the national debt shaped decisions in the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act in 1992 to limit increases in Pell grants (Frances and Harrison 1993). Furthermore, strained state budgets contain less money for higher education, and appropriations for higher education in the states are declining (Hines 1992). Cuts in states like California, New Jersey, Maryland, Oregon, and Virginia have been profound; midyear budget cuts in many of these states and others have severely undermined programs and operations.

To make up the difference, public tuitions have increased in recent years on the assumption that students and families can find the resources to pay an increasing share of the cost of higher education. Consumers in the 1980s embraced new levels of debt, however: Mortgage debt increased precipitously as housing prices escalated, while general consumer debt increased substantially. Meanwhile, the nation's savings rate declined below that of other industrialized nations. As a result, the ability of students and families to cover the increasing costs of higher education out of savings, current income, or increased debt has all but evaporated, and the bur
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den of debt is diminishing the capacity of governments, families, and students to cover the costs of higher education.

**Technological Sophistication**
The evolving capacity of information technologies continues to fuel economic restructuring, enable increased productivity, foster educational change and innovation, and cause considerable fear for those uncomfortable with change or, at least, the rate of change they face. Computer-aided design, manufacturing, and quality assurance have radically changed our ability to produce, management information processing enables the monitoring of vast international distribution systems, and data base analysis permits the almost instantaneous use of millions of pieces of information.

Few jobs are unchanged and many are in constant change because of the capacity of computers and information technologies. Vast numbers of manufacturing, clerical, and even middle management jobs have been lost to fewer, more productive workers using an array of computer equipment and information technologies. On the other hand, millions of service-oriented jobs have emerged for professionals able to fully employ the capacity of the new systems. We are emerging from a manufacturing nation as the world's premier exporter of highly professionalized services.

Campuses continue to remain on the cutting edge in the development, use, and application of information technologies. Campus offices are linked by fiber optics, and information—the product of the campus—is shared throughout the campus community instantaneously. Efficiencies in keeping records, analyzing data and information, and communicating help campuses to streamline operations and to evaluate the ongoing use, need for, and effects of programs and services.

The challenge for student affairs professionals is twofold. First, in working with students preparing for a technologically sophisticated world, student affairs professionals must understand the skills and abilities students need to succeed. Second, student affairs professionals must become proficient in the application of information technologies to deliver, evaluate, and improve services.

**An Increasingly Violent Society**
The United States has become an increasingly violent society, and, further, serious violent crime shows little sign of decline,
especially in the nation's major metropolitan areas. Among developed nations, the United States experiences a substantially higher rate of violent crime and incarcerates a larger percentage of its population. Our colleges and universities are not immune from this violence.

We are surrounded by violence. “Real-life” cop shows on television elevate violent behavior to entertainment. Murders are nightly fare on the news, and child, spousal, and sexual abuse fill the agendas of talk shows. Increasing numbers of school students carry weapons, fearing for their safety in schools and on the streets.

The historical notion of the campus as sanctuary is giving way to the reality of the violence that permeates our society. Recent state and federal legislation requires institutions to report crimes and inform students and staff about security procedures. Thirty-six percent of respondents in one study reported being the victim of a crime during their college experience, and 10 percent reported having committed a crime (Siegel 1990). The study concludes that 80 to 85 percent of the crime is student-on-student and that alcohol is involved in more than half of the incidents.

Two areas pose particular challenges for student affairs professionals: hate crimes and acquaintance rape. The rate of hate crimes, including assault, harassment, and hate speech, is increasing substantially (U.S. Commission 1990), in all regions of the country and against all religious, ethnic, and sexual preference minority groups (Bodinger-Deuriarte and Sancho 1991). This level of ethnic violence is particularly troubling to institutions of higher education, which are specifically attempting to increase the cultural diversity of their campuses.

The level of acquaintance rape on college campuses continues to increase. While no firm figures are available, recent studies find that most college men and women have been involved in incidents of sexual aggression (Harrison, Downes, and Williams 1991). A study of freshmen finds that students bring violent behaviors with them to the campus and suggests that efforts to make students more aware of potentially violent behaviors and to provide educational interventions are essential to reducing violent activity (Stickel and Ellis 1991).

An Economy in Transition
The nation's and the world's economy is still in an often painful transition to a more interdependent world economy.
Despite efforts to establish economic spheres through, for example, the European Common Market and the North American Free Trade Agreement, the economies of the world increasingly depend on one another. Multinational companies, conglomerates, and holding companies serve the world by moving significant units or entire industries around the world to take advantage of economies in production (Barlett and Steele 1992). This "outsourcing" leads to computer-aided design in India, production in Indonesia, and warehousing in Mexico, with direction provided by smaller, more educated, and more productive U.S. headquarters staffs.

During the recession in 1990 and 1991, white-collar workers lost their jobs at rates comparable to those of blue-collar workers for the first time ever. Despite signs of recovery, layoffs continue to affect tens of thousands of workers each year, providing evidence of continuing restructuring. While the public increasingly is convinced that postsecondary education is the remaining route to the middle class (Immerwahr and Farkas 1993), choices of careers are changing. Interest in business careers has declined by half in the past several years (Astin 1992). Most careers for which substantial growth is projected (Hodgkinson 1991) require some postsecondary training but typically no more than an associate degree.

Restructuring is eroding the real or perceived ability of middle-class families (whose children form the core of college and university enrollments) to afford higher education. Record numbers of students indicate they selected their college for reasons related to finances (Astin 1992). Increasingly, families are worried about having access to higher education (Immerwahr and Farkas 1993).

An economy in transition highlights two implications for higher education. First, our role in preparing students to move effectively through a variety of positions and careers to capitalize on a changing economy will become even more essential. Second, the nation's capacity for education, training, and research and its applications is emerging as one of our strongest industries and enablers of economic development. New and resurging industries in the United States depend on highly intelligent, highly productive, and highly skilled workers. Energetic, creative, analytic, and technologically sophisticated individuals skilled in dealing with others are essential for growth. Contributing to the development of such individuals—including developing and enhancing programs to
explore and adapt to changing careers, engaging in efforts to foster creative and analytic thought, increasing the capacity of individuals to flourish during ongoing change and capitalize on its opportunities—will be essential for the student affairs professional.

Summary
Societal change is constant and varied, and it directly and indirectly places pressure on institutions to adapt to it. The growing diversity of our population, demographic shifts, the pressures of debt, the demands of technological sophistication, increasing violence in our society, and the continuing transition of our economy demand the timely and dynamic responses of institutions.

Among the responses that institutions of higher education are making are those in which student affairs has the potential for leadership or significant participation. They include new or enhanced support services for diverse student populations, leadership in the management of enrollments, effective use of information technologies, attention to students' increasing concerns about their careers and the many burdens of debt, and attention to increasingly violent communities, including the campus. To the extent that student affairs professionals are able to take leadership in these areas and contribute meaningfully to students and to the institution itself, their role within the institution will be enhanced and strengthened. Their role will be to ensure that the goals of the student affairs profession will become integrated with those of the institution and vice versa.
THE NEW ACCOUNTABILITY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

In addition to changes demanded by societal forces, other, more direct forces are pressuring higher education institutions to reexamine their relationship with society, their missions and purposes, and the ways in which they operate. The ever-changing political environment for higher education—shaped by a loss of public trust—demands that institutions become more accountable to government and society, that they demonstrate their success at enabling achievement among students, and that they operate with integrity in their relationships with students, faculty, staff, and the surrounding community. The pressure to justify comes at a time when financial support for institutions is shrinking and judicial scrutiny of institutional policies, procedures, and actions continues to grow. All in all, the new accountability for higher education asks institutions to do more with less money and perhaps less flexibility. As such, it is reshaping the relationship between society and its institutions of higher education.

Taken together, these changes are reshaping institutional missions, priorities, programs, and services, and operational style. And student affairs professionals must be aware of the changes occurring and be prepared to respond to them.

The Loss of Public Trust in Higher Education

Over the years, higher education has been exempt from the oversight that society exercised over other institutions and agencies, predicated on a social contract that, as long as higher education served society's needs by providing high-quality instruction, research, and service with integrity, it would be afforded considerable autonomy. This stance reduced or eliminated pressures for change. More recently, however, decisions about higher education have become more politicized, and governmental involvement and oversight of the enterprise have steadily increased.

In the past several years, the public's confidence in higher education has eroded as a result of costs increasing at a rate often twice that of inflation, scientific fraud, financial malpractice in the use of federal research dollars, conspiracy in tuition and financial aid (Bok 1992), opulent building programs, bidding for star faculty, athletic entertainment programs (Winston 1992), and the fact that too many students are emerging from colleges and universities without sufficient skills and knowledge (Finn 1988). More and more, the public believes that
We exist because citizens trust us with tax dollars; because students and parents trust us with hard-earned tuition dollars; because foundations and corporate donors trust us with grants and subsidies; because philanthropists trust us with gifts in their lifetimes and bequests in their wills. We exist because the people in the cities and towns we call "home" trust us to be good productive neighbors. And we are accountable to them all! (Cartwright 1992, p. 16).

To improve the public's opinion of higher education:

Within our colleges and faculties of arts and sciences we must make quality undergraduate education the top priority, and in our professional schools we need to play our full part in a national effort to overcome challenges that currently worry Americans—and justly so—about the future of their country (Bok 1992, p. 19).

To restore the public trust, institutions should accept the realities of their current situations, define institutional missions in relation to new economic and societal realities, find the fat in institutional budgets and cut it before someone else does, address public criticism as serious and substantive, and tell the success stories of higher education in this country (Harvey 1992).

Renewed Demands for Public Accountability

Efforts to restore public confidence will proceed in a climate where institutional flexibility is becoming constrained by measures to ensure increased accountability. Indicators of this growing accountability abound. Policy makers are interested in "light" faculty workloads (Russell 1992). Funding strategies reward or punish institutions on their ability to maintain quality and enable achievement among students (Garland 1991). A growing number of states require institutions to certify the fluency of all instructional personnel in the English language and to report to all students and employees information on crime statistics and security procedures. Institutions are asked
to respond to an increasing array of state policy initiatives aimed at economic development, including technology transfer, the development of research parks and incubator businesses, small business assistance, and customized job training. And everywhere is pressure for institutions to divulge operational details from the president’s compensation to how promotion and tenure are decided. As a result, institutions find themselves accountable to more people in more ways.

Accountability to various federal statutes, regulations, and agencies is also growing. Recent federal legislation requires institutions to collect and report crime statistics and graduation rates for all students (student-athletes in particular) (the Right to Know Act and the Campus Security Act), to ensure accommodation for and equitable treatment of an increasing number of persons with disabilities (the Americans with Disabilities Act), and to be subject to greater state and federal oversight of institutions eligible for federal financial assistance (the Higher Education Reauthorization Act of 1992). New regulations are emerging to restore integrity in federally sponsored research programs, complementing existing requirements for institutions to manage student financial aid programs with integrity, provide equal opportunity in employment and student admissions, provide administrative due process, and ensure constitutional rights. The statutory and regulatory environment for higher education and the desire to avoid litigation shapes many institutional decisions (Cloud 1992). This accountability not only reduces flexibility, but also increases costs. Institutions spend an increasing amount of time and effort in such regulatory areas as alleged discrimination, student loan reports, and environmental management (Stern 1992). Other groups to whom higher education is accountable—regional and specialized accrediting associations, alumni, parents, and their surrounding communities—make increasingly greater demands about what they want from institutions.

Attention to state and federal statutes and regulations, to accrediting bodies, and to the needs and desires of more assertive alumni, parents, and students is causing institutions to look outside when making decisions. Student affairs organizations must become more aware of state and federal actions and their implications for institutional and student affairs practices, and they must integrate that awareness of external policies with existing institutional practices.
The Focus on Outcomes
The publication in 1983 of *A Nation at Risk* (National Commission 1983) launched the educational reform era, and the publication of *Involvement in Learning* (Study Group 1984) turned educational reform to higher education. Various national and state studies offer recommendations to improve the quality of higher education, including new funding strategies, redesigned curricula, a reordering of faculty roles and responsibilities, and involvement of all members of the campus community in learning. Recommendations to improve the assessment of students' learning, found in a number of studies, have been institutionalized across the country in state policies, in the standards of regional and specialized accrediting associations, and in actions by the federal government. In a recent study, 82 percent of institutions have assessment projects under way, and nearly 40 states actively promote assessment (Hutchings and Marchese 1990).

Assessment, conducted within a broader agenda of fostering educational quality, is thus becoming a higher priority on college and university campuses. Tied as they are to finances, public opinion, and institutional marketing, the contributions of operational units to the achievement of outcomes are important elements in assessment. Student affairs professionals are participants in developing assessment programs in 81 percent of institutions reporting assessment activities (Hyman et al. 1988), and they have an opportunity to help shape assessment programs that reflect institutional missions—including goals for students' development—and are not solely based on academic achievement (Kozloff 1987). In their role of fostering campus involvement and "personalizing" the campus, student affairs organizations have the capacity to play a critical role in leading the reform of undergraduate education (McComas 1989).

Institutions of higher education have a mission to foster the development of students; marrying these efforts to an effective research agenda is essential if student affairs professionals are to be certain that students' achievement is assessed fully. The following questions should drive the research agenda.

1. How can we describe students in meaningful ways when they first enter college?
2. How can we describe what students learn by the time they leave the institution?

3. How can we describe the process of how students learn and develop?

4. How can we show that what they learn is a result of what we do? (Hanson 1990, p. 277).

The New Economic Reality for Higher Education

Funding has been a topic of constant discussion for 30 years in the literature on higher education. While the nature of the discussion has changed over time, from strategies to fund growth in the 1960s to managing retrenchment in the 1970s (Mortimer and Tierney 1979) to investing in quality in the 1980s (Garland 1991), the issue endures. Today the discussion once again centers on declining revenues. In 1991–92, state appropriations for higher education declined for the first time in 33 years (Hines 1992), and appropriations in 1992–93 declined further (Jaschik 1992). These decreases are in sharp contrast to the latter half of the 1980s, when both public and private institutions saw healthy increases in revenues (Minter 1991).

With declining state appropriations, public institutions have raised tuition to make up for lost revenues and increasing costs. Tuition at public colleges and universities rose 10 percent in 1992–93 after rising 12 percent in the previous year, on average (Evangelou 1992). The rate for private institutions was more modest, averaging 7 percent in each of those years. Despite these increases in tuition, however, institutions experience internal budget cuts time and again. Cuts on many campuses have gone from mere belt tightening to draconian. Private institutions have not been immune, and independent institutions have found limits to what students and families are willing to pay. Tuition has been growing more slowly in this decade than in the latter half of the previous decade.

As a result of changes in financial aid and rising tuition, the affordability of higher education declined in the 1980s for the middle class (McPherson and Schapiro 1990). The declining affordability of higher education is especially true for minority students (Carter and Merkowitz 1993).

Insufficient sources of revenue have reopened debate on redirecting institutional aid to student aid targeting dollars for those who need them most. Some question a "high tuition/high aid" strategy that many propose because the
political will to commit to high aid is in question (Mingle 1992). Cost containment and downsizing are becoming central in institutional planning (Simpson 1991; Waggaman 1991).

Judicial Influence

The increasing influence of court actions on institutional programs and practices matches that of other agencies external to the institution. Historically, U.S. courts have deferred to institutions in matters where academic judgment was deemed paramount (Fenske and Johnson 1990; Kaplan 1992). The result was little judicial intrusion in the operation of academic institutions.

The courts' involvement in campus issues has increased in recent years, however, as concern for civil rights has grown, governmental regulations have proliferated, and society has become increasingly litigious (Cloud 1992). The volume of litigation and the amount of time expended by institutional administrators on legal matters have increased greatly (Kaplan 1992). Institutional counsel are becoming more central players in making decisions and formulating policy (Samuels 1989), and an increasing amount of time is spent exploring the legal ramifications of decisions that might lead to litigation (Stern 1992).

Legal concerns shape the efforts of administrators. For instance, residence hall professionals confront issues of search and seizure, students' conduct, contracts, and liability for injuries; Greek life advisers deal with state antihazing laws; and all student affairs professionals are bound by confidentiality, due process, and equal treatment (Kaplan 1992).

For these reasons, institutions are increasingly concerned about their legal positions. Student affairs organizations, because of the variety of their functions and constituencies, are becoming increasingly aware of legal issues in their relations with students and campus organizations with regard to constitutional rights of free speech and freedom of the press, due process, discrimination, contractual rights and obligations, and liability. Knowledge of legal issues in these matters must inform institutions' practices in meeting students' needs.

Summary

While institutions are under pressure to adapt to changes in society, changes in higher education also demand responses by institutions. The world of postsecondary education has
changed, and institutions find themselves increasingly accountable to state and federal laws, state and federal agencies, the public, and specialized constituencies inside and outside higher education. Doing so while public trust and public dollars are declining strains the capacity of institutions to respond effectively. As a result, institutions are calling on all units to contribute to reshaping institutional goals and priorities.

In large measure, these changes lead to changes in the goals, priorities, programs, and services of student affairs organizations. These changes have several implications:

1. Increasing attention to the political implications of policies and programs;
2. Increasing accountability in administrative practice and in the allocation and expenditure of funds;
3. Maximizing revenue sources by initiating or increasing fees for services;
4. Increasing attention to the rights of students and sources of potential litigation; and
5. Decreasing funds and eroding flexibility for operational units while demanding greater documentation of results.

A study of chief student affairs officers gives evidence of pressures professionals are under to maintain occupancy rates in residence halls, move functions to a fee-for-service basis, and minimize exposure to potential litigation (Sandeen 1991). Understanding external pressures and developing responses that meet students’ and institutions’ needs create new opportunities for student affairs professionals at the heart of institutional decision making.
Perhaps the most obvious and important areas of change affecting the role of student affairs are the increasing diversity of the student population and the evolving characteristics of college students. Much of our understanding of students—from student development theory, the student affairs professional’s collegiate experience, and professional preparation—is based on types and characteristics of students that are often outmoded or narrowly drawn.

Today’s student is more likely to be an older female who is a member of an underrepresented group and comes to college with different needs, values, and expectations from her predecessors. This student generally has multiple commitments, the campus is not her focus, and she prefers different learning situations from those typically offered on campus. She brings to campus different values, learning styles, expectations for career and life-style, educational expectations and motivations, and developmental needs. With much of our understanding about college students based on traditional students, the diversity of students and their needs today challenge institutional and student affairs practices.

Even as campuses evolve to meet the changing needs of students, the characteristics of all students are changing. The goals and values of students today are different from those of their predecessors (Dey, Astin, and Korn 1991; Howe and Strauss 1993). Changing student types and characteristics must be addressed to reshape student affairs, and attention to them must be integrated with institutional priorities. That integration holds great promise for the student affairs profession.

New Types of Students
The face of higher education is changing. More than half of college students are women, over 20 percent are members of underrepresented groups, nearly one-half of students attend part time, an increasing number have identified themselves as having a disability, and the median age of students is 28.

Women
Since 1979, women have outnumbered men in the total enrollment of colleges and universities. In 1988, women represented 54 percent of all higher education enrollments (Peng 1990), and in the next ten years, women will represent increasing percentages of the college population (Gerald and Hussar 1992). Efforts to address the needs of women in insti-
tutions that remain dominated by males, however, are relatively recent (Kuk 1990).

Increased participation by women in higher education and in fields once closed to women continues to challenge administrators. Women often lack role models in male dominated fields, are subject to discrimination and sexual harassment, and continue to find "glass ceilings" on their careers. While expectations for sex roles are changing, men and women both find it difficult to resolve demands made by career, family, and traditional socialization.

This climate of change finds growing equality between the sexes in higher education and society (Hackman 1992), and women's preferences, attitudes, and values regarding careers have changed significantly over the past 25 years (Dey, Astin, and Korn 1991). Nevertheless, women rarely achieve equity with men in pay, despite higher achievement in college (Adelman 1991). Moreover, despite the fact that women account for more than half of college enrollments, women students report that campus cultures still tend to be white male in character (Kuk 1990). Campuses have generally failed to recognize gender differences in cognitive and affective development.

In addition to increasing numbers of women enrolling in higher education immediately after high school, substantial numbers of older women are returning to college. Because the reasons for returning are varied, the special needs of older women are similarly diverse, calling for flexible scheduling, child care, counseling in a wider array of domains, assistance in dealing with discrimination and harassment, and opportunities for exposure to role models and the development of mentor relationships.

**Students from underrepresented groups**

African American, Latino, Asian American, and Native American students, together with students of other cultural and ethnic groups, represented nearly 3 million students in 1991, and their numbers are expected to grow into the next century (Gerald and Hussar 1992).

Despite projections that participation rates of African Americans in higher education would soon equal those of whites (Carnegie Council 1980), very little progress was made in the 1980s. Even with the institutionalization of policies on equal opportunity and affirmative action and active efforts at recruitment and retention, rates of African Americans' par
participation and achievement have not increased substantially. Changing federal financial aid policies have made college less affordable to the economically disadvantaged, which includes large numbers of students from underrepresented groups. Lack of progress has been attributed to shifting policies on financial aid, poor high school preparation, and complacency (Brown 1991; Thomas and Hirsch 1989). As a result, colleges and universities are admonished to work more consistently and aggressively with school and community partners to increase graduation rates and continuation in postsecondary education (Carter and Merkowitz 1993; Hodgkinson 1991).

Recently, greater attention has been paid to the campus experiences of Latino students (Fiske 1988) and Asian-American students (Bagasao 1989). While expectations are similarly high for increasing rates of participation among these students, Latinos, members of certain Asian-American groups, and African Americans often suffer from poor preparation in high school, financial barriers, and unwelcome campus climates that impede their ability to matriculate, maintain enrollment, and graduate. Student affairs organizations are critical in campus efforts to improve achievement among minorities. Institutions provide bridging experiences through student affairs work groups, seek to change the institutional environment, and provide special programs and services (Richardson and Skinner 1990).

Student affairs organizations should take the lead in sensitizing campuses to cultural diversity (Jones, Terrell, and Duggar 1991). With increasing evidence of hate crimes (U.S. Commission 1990), institutions will need to develop programs that create more inclusive campuses (Cheatham and Associates 1991). Research conducted in the 1980s confirms the significance of individual and cultural characteristics as critical and differentiating factors in development (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chickering 1989). Newer models of student development seek to expand once ethnocentric student development models, but much remains to be done (Moore 1990).

**Part-time students**

With the expanded use of flexible curricula and scheduling, wider use of instructional media, and increasing numbers of nonresidential institutions, more students are able to attend college part time. Continuing pressures to upgrade skills and the inability of many to afford the costs associated with full-
time study also increase the number of part-time students, which now number about 43 percent of students enrolled in higher education (Peng 1990). With more adult students attending part time at all levels, discrete periods of education and work will likely blend in the future as lifelong learning becomes more necessary—and attractive—to students (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chickering 1989).

Despite growing recognition of state, federal, and institutional aid policies, part-time students remain at a disadvantage in receiving financial aid, as many state and institutional aid dollars are available only to those pursuing full-time study. This practice increases the burdens on part-time students.

Flexibility in the design of academic programs and the delivery of student services characterizes the needs of part-time students. This flexibility should include variable class scheduling, opportunities for independent study and distance learning, flexible financial aid, and access to support services during evenings and weekends. Furthermore, support services part-time students need differ from those for full-time students. Efforts to help students address the competing pressures of work, study, and family and that seek to involve the student with others in the campus community are important to part-time students. Integrating the various needs of part-time students with the institution’s priorities and goals is increasingly important in the attempt to retain students, creating opportunities for student affairs professionals.

**Students with disabilities**

Students with physical or learning disabilities are an increasingly important group on campuses today. The number of students entering higher education reporting disabilities has increased significantly, from 3 percent in 1978 to 9 percent in 1991 (Henderson 1992). The recent passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act has renewed societal and institutional commitment to equal opportunity for persons with disabilities in education programs and activities. The act also expanded the definition of “disability” to include learning disabilities, chronic health impairments, and alcohol and other drug dependencies—each with important implications for institutions and student affairs programs, including a variety of academic support services, group and individual counseling services, and health services.
Often institutions are least able to address learning disabilities, identified by 25 percent of those students reporting disabilities. The need is growing to employ experts in learning disabilities to assess and evaluate students' needs, develop strategies to promote their success, and advise faculty and others on methods and strategies to employ in teaching such students.

Students with disabilities bring various needs to campus, depending on the type, extent, and number of disabling conditions. To better accommodate students with disabilities, institutions must address physical barriers in and around campus, the availability and provision of learning assistance services like interpreters, recorders, and alternate testing programs, and sensitivity to a variety of challenging disabilities. Preadmission and orientation programs are particularly important for the adjustment of students who report disabilities, and all students who report disabilities might need support in developing social skills, leadership skills, and a positive self-concept (Hameister 1984). The student affairs professional can be instrumental in each of these areas in fostering a campus climate of inclusiveness and in assisting institutions to accommodate these students by organizing efforts to overcome the physical, instructional, and service barriers that face students with disabilities.

**Older students**
The aspirations, expectations, and needs of older students are significantly different from those of 18- to 24-year-old college students; that fact, coupled with the growing number of older students, is reshaping the efforts of institutions and student affairs organizations to address students' needs. Students over 25 already make up more than one-third of college enrollments. Many adults seek postsecondary education during a period of transition, and the events that precipitated the transition (loss of a job or divorce, for example) give rise to varying personal, educational, intellectual, and career needs for older students (Greenfeig and Goldberg 1984). The motivation, psychological development, academic readiness, and life/time commitments of older students are distinctive.

While the number of older students is not projected to grow (Solomon 1989), the types of older students and their reasons for seeking higher education will have important implications for institutions. Continuing economic transition affecting both
service and manufacturing industries and causing companies as varied as IBM, Sears, GM, and Citibank to eliminate thousands of jobs will likely bring adults with some college experience back to campus for retraining. Similarly, the downsizing of the military is likely to create new demands for higher education. During the 1980s, educational incentives for joining the military increased competition for high school graduates. As a result, individuals leaving the military in the 1990s are likely to be high school graduates, to possess substantial training and technical skills, and to have access to college funds (Hexter and El-Khawas 1988).

Adults typically enter higher education with a high level of motivation and specific educational and career goals. For many, the transition to the college environment can be difficult, however. Adults exhibit different learning styles, academic and social concerns, and family role obligations, but institutional responses, including career development counseling, role and stress management, general counseling and academic advising, flexible scheduling, and financial aid, have only slowly evolved (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chickering 1989).

Recognizing the needs of adult students in higher education creates opportunities and challenges for institutions and their student affairs organizations. With attention to the development of students regardless of age, student affairs professionals can be instrumental in integrating the needs of adult learners with the goals and priorities of institutions. An entry course for adult learners would be a good first step:

*Adults need an introductory learning experience that provides an opportunity for a realistic self-appraisal of their potential as adult learners, the achievement of a sense of belonging . . . , and a deeper understanding of higher education in general and liberal education in particular (Stelttenpohl and Shipton 1986, pp. 637-38).*

**Summary**
Addressing the needs of an increasingly diverse student population in higher education has captured much attention. Efforts that are increasingly routine include conveniently scheduled and accessible support services, thorough orientation, special services for a variety of student groups, modification of the campus climate to promote inclusiveness, modified and reshaped programs and services to meet stu
students' needs, and continuing professional development of student affairs staff. These changes have several implications for student services:

1. Greater attention to the particular needs of women of all ages as they enter more varied academic programs and careers and define roles in new ways, including broader attention to differences in the way men and women learn, design and delivery of curricula, development of women's centers, policies regarding harassment, assertiveness training, and child care.

2. Attention to the barriers of achievement for a variety of students from underrepresented groups, including students' previous academic preparation, institutional climate, and design and delivery of curricula. It might also include policies and practices to foster inclusiveness, programs and services to serve cultural or ethnic groups, transition programs, mentoring, and learning and interpersonal styles.

3. Flexibility in the delivery of student services to part-time students and the incorporation of issues important to non-campus-based students with multiple commitments in the design of programs.

4. Identification of learning assistance programs and services for students with disabilities, including an advocate for students with disabilities.

Attending to the various needs of students is increasingly important to institutions and thus to student affairs professionals. Integrating the needs of the wide range of today's students with institutional goals and priorities provides both a challenge and an opportunity for student affairs.

New Characteristics of Students
Regardless of age, ethnic group, or gender, students of the 1990s are different from their predecessors. Nowhere are those changes more evident than among post-baby boomers—those born in the 1960s and 1970s who are now coming to college.

These students are alternately described as uninspired and irresponsible or committed to the improvement of society. Popular books and novels, such as 13th Gen: Abort, Retry, Ignore, Fail? (Howe and Strauss 1993) and Generation X (Coupland 1991), suggest that incoming college students are
uninspired, materialistic, irresponsible, and feeling more entitled than accountable. This generation of students, the first who cannot expect to do as well as their parents, might simply be trying to come to terms with what might be lost. Others (Levine 1993) find in this generation of students an increasing commitment to improving society, to working hard to engage themselves in the community, and to seeking more satisfaction from making a meaningful contribution than in making money.

Whether students are more or less engaged on the one hand and more or less accountable for their actions on the other presents different challenges for institutions and student affairs professionals. What might be more important, however, is a recognition that students of the 1990s present different needs, expectations, values, and outlooks from their predecessors. Students mirror a changing society through the characteristics they bring to campus, among them financial pressures, academic underpreparation, participation in behaviors that put health at risk, and commitment to personal and social development.

**Financial pressures**

Concerns about the cost of higher education and the ability to afford an education have always been part of the campus climate. Recent increases in tuition, however, expanding gaps between what families can afford and the cost of higher education, have not been matched by increases in financial aid. And students increasingly are concerned about meeting college costs. The cost of attendance is an increasingly important consideration in choice of college, and 30 percent of students in one study indicated that they selected their freshman college based on low tuition (Astin et al. 1992). A record number of students (17.4 percent) reported a major concern about being able to afford college, and more students are living at home and are expecting to work during college (Astin et al. 1992). African Americans are more likely than whites to select colleges because of low tuition (Dey, Astin, and Korn 1991). A study completed for the California Higher Education Policy Center found an increasing recognition that postsecondary education is essential for entry to or maintenance of middle-class status—matched by an increasing fear that such education is becoming more unattainable each year (Immerwahr and Farkas 1993).
While research in the late 1980s reported that students increasingly were choosing academic programs based on relative anticipated incomes and seeking more lucrative fields like business (Mohrman 1987), interest in other fields is growing as the “guaranteed” return on such programs diminishes. Interest in business careers has declined since 1988 (Dey, Astin, and Korn 1991), and interest is increasing in education and health careers that are traditionally more stable during economic fluctuations and allow more personal contributions to society’s welfare (Green 1989).

**Academically underprepared students**

Poorly prepared students are one of the largest and fastest-growing subgroups in higher education (Astin 1984). Increasing numbers of freshmen believe they need to improve their reading and study skills (43 percent in 1990) and expect to seek out tutoring (15.9 percent in 1990) (Dey, Astin, and Korn 1991). Faculty also report a decline in students’ skills. Three-quarters of faculty surveyed in one study felt that students in general were seriously underprepared in basic skills (Carnegie Foundation 1989).

Many students, recently attracted to higher education, were poorly prepared in high school. While large numbers of non-traditional students need additional academic support, increasing numbers of traditional students have also been found to need remedial programs (Astin 1992). In recognition, institutions increasingly have tried to create and expand academic support programs.

Despite declining academic skills, increasing numbers of students expect to be elected to honor societies and aspire to advanced study beyond the bachelor’s degree (Dey, Astin, and Korn 1991). The potential disparity between ability and aspiration for many students could become an important part of student advising and counseling in college.

In addition to remedial programs designed to address basic study skills in math and writing, poorly prepared students need educational and career counseling that seeks to match ability and aspirations. Developing efforts to address an increasing number of students who need help in developing skills is becoming increasingly important in institutions’ efforts to retain students. Helping students to reasonably assess their abilities and develop career and life goals accord-
ingly will become an increasing challenge for student affairs professionals.

**Engaging in health-risking behaviors**

For some time, student affairs professionals have been responsible for the education, counseling, and discipline of students in the areas of alcohol, drug use, and sexual activity. An emerging focus on the health risks associated with such behaviors is capturing greater attention on campuses.

The fact that students drink on campus is not new, but conflicting evidence of students' use and abuse of alcohol calls for informed responses from institutions. The consumption of beer and wine continues to decline, and only about half of students report occasional or frequent drinking (Astin et al. 1992), down from nearly three fourths of students in 1981-82. In a recent national survey, however, 42 percent of students reported engaging in binge drinking, and 23.2 percent reported that they had experienced academic difficulties as a result of their drinking (Presley and Meilman 1992). Furthermore, alcohol is a factor in most incidents of violence on campus (Siegel 1990).

While much attention in recent years has been focused on alcohol use, the use of drugs continues to be a problem on campus. A recent survey found relatively high levels of use among college upperclassmen, particularly males (Robinson et al. 1993). When asked about use in the previous year, over 40 percent had used marijuana, 20 percent tranquilizers, 19 percent narcotics, 18 percent cocaine, and 14 percent hallucinogens.

These figures are alarming for student affairs professionals who have worked for years to establish education, intervention, and treatment programs for alcohol and other drugs. Students rarely begin alcohol or drug use in college; for many, serious use and dependency developed before matriculation. Dealing with the consequences of such behavior, particularly on residential campuses, remains a concern for student affairs professionals, and they will feel pressure to evaluate and redesign efforts to more effectively address the use of alcohol and other drugs (see Presidential Task Force 1992 for a discussion of institutional policy and practice, preventive education, and strategies for intervention and treatment).

A second area of concern is HIV/AIDS and college students' sexual behavior. AIDS has become the sixth leading cause
of death among 15 to 24 year olds, and studies of incidence rates on campus project that approximately 2.5 per 1,000 students would be HIV positive (Gayle et al. 1990). In a study of students at the University of Massachusetts, 85.5 percent of students stated that they did not feel very or at all susceptible to becoming infected with HIV, despite varying knowledge of responsible sexual habits (Bustamante 1992).

Despite efforts to increase students' awareness of the need to engage in responsible behaviors, students still engage in activities that present considerable risks to their health. The need for continuing efforts to educate and counsel students in these areas and in understanding emerging research is essential for student affairs organizations. An alcohol/drug and HIV AIDS prevention program for campuses should include several components:

1. Increasing students' sense of vulnerability to HIV infection;
2. Recognizing that heavy use of alcohol and drugs signals a person who is at risk for HIV infection;
3. Refusing to accept alcohol and drug intoxication as an excuse for inappropriate or risky behavior;
4. Combating peer pressure and supporting responsible behavior; and
5. Tailoring the message to the distinct characteristics of the target group (Wright, Watts, and Garrison 1993, p. 306).

**Commitment to personal and social development**

While the ability to find jobs and succeed in a career remains a strong concern for students, evidence suggests that students' interest in their own personal development and in social and political issues is growing. Entering freshmen are increasingly interested in developing a meaningful philosophy of life as a major goal (Dey, Astin, and Korn 1991). Similarly, a majority of students report involvement in community service activities in high school and an expectation of continuing such activities in college (Astin et al. 1992; see also Delve, Mintz, and Greig 1990 and Morse 1989 for advice on strategies to implement and manage effective community service programs).

Despite such commitment to society, students in general and students of color in particular continue to become less
sanguine about race relations and the capacity of the nation to accept its cultural diversity (Astin et al. 1992), suggesting that efforts to foster inclusive campus climates and to prepare students to work effectively in a multicultural society remain important to student affairs organizations.

When Dreams and Heroes Died (Levine 1980) found students self-absorbed, optimistic about their own future but pessimistic about the nation as a whole, and generally unable to name a hero to emulate. A decade later, those characteristics changed, and evidence increasingly suggested that students were becoming more optimistic about the country, more socially involved and active, and much more likely to be able to identify a hero to emulate—more often than not a member of their community (Levine and Hirsch 1990). More students look for jobs upon graduation that will allow them to make a social contribution.

Others have also found a recent resurgence in political and social activism (Dey, Astin, and Korn 1991). While active involvement in traditional politics (such as working on a political campaign) continues to decrease, more than a third of students now report that they participated in organized demonstrations before matriculation. Students might be disillusioned with traditional politics but increasingly engaged in developing positions and advocating for them on issues like the environment, race relations, and health.

Colleges and universities should heed these changes in students' interests and activities (Levine and Hirsch 1990). Political activism on campus is reviving, and colleges must plan carefully for increasing social engagement. After years of attention to students focused on success in a career, one wonders whether campuses are prepared to help students understand skills and knowledge needed for civic engagement, whether sufficient opportunities for social service and political action are available, and whether institutions are ready for increasing demands for students' involvement in institutional governance. Campuses must be able to capitalize on the educational opportunities presented by such activism and tolerant of the pressures it could place on them. Student affairs professionals must help their institutions find a workable balance, just as they must find a balance between their roles as disciplinarians (keeping the campus quiet) and educators (capitalizing on an opportunity to learn).
Summary

Even as institutions attempt to assimilate new groups of students, students in general are changing. Students of the 1990s exhibit different goals and values, expectations for education and a career, and interests. Students today are more concerned than ever about financing a college education and the ability to achieve success in a career, but optimism about society, perhaps because of their increasing social and community involvement, is on the rise. Concerned about their academic preparation, students today might have more unrealistic expectations about their academic success. Students' knowledge about health-risking behaviors is growing, but their choices to engage in them are troubling.

These changes in students create opportunities and challenges for student affairs organizations. For many, the resurgence of interest in community and personal development will excite professionals long concerned about students' vocationalism and materialism. Student affairs professionals knowledgeable about students' current needs, interests, and expectations stand in a position to lead campus efforts to serve students who are more active, involved, and committed to community and social development. They might also serve as an advocate for students whose educational preparation does not yet equal their aspirations. Assuming leadership in reshaping campus efforts to serve students' needs can result in more effective and productive academic and student affairs programs.

For student affairs organizations, these changing needs, interests, and values of students suggest:

1. Increased efforts aimed at helping students improve basic skills and establish reasonable expectations for life and career;
2. Focused attention on the needs of students (before college as well as matriculants) to understand the costs of higher education and strategies to defray those costs (with more students at their "second" choice, efforts to engage and involve them could be different);
3. Increased attention to the development and management of community service programs and opportunities to learn from service to others;
4. Increased efforts to train and develop student leaders for effective engagement in institutional and community governance;

5. Increased attention to students' need for health-related information and efforts to effectively shape their alcohol and sexual behaviors;

6. Increased efforts in career planning and placement.

Addressing the needs of students whose characteristics, needs, and values are changing at the same time the range in the types of students is expanding will be challenging. Student affairs professionals, however, will be increasingly important in developing comprehensive institutional strategies to deal with the diversity of students.
Much attention in the middle to late 1970s was given to the usually dire results to be expected as a result of demographic and financial trends, changing student clienteles, and eroding conditions for higher education, with the 1970s and 1980s characterized by “reduction, reallocation, and retrenchment” (Mortimer and Tierney 1979). Yet the latter half of the 1980s turned out to be strong for higher education. Enrollments continued to grow, new groups of students were attracted, and a greater portion of high school graduates sought to enroll in higher education. State appropriations grew at a healthy rate, often fueled by an interest in preserving and enhancing quality in public higher education. Students and families endured increasing tuitions, believing that institutions whose tuitions were higher delivered greater quality. Real or perceived growth in family incomes and expanding state financial aid programs helped to meet the increasing costs. In short, resilient institutions met students and families willing to invest in higher education.

Today, decreasing state appropriations, steady or declining family incomes, and a growing interest in value put pressure on institutions to control costs. Coupled with continuing concerns about the demographics of higher education, doomsayers echo earlier dire predictions for the future of higher education. The resilience with which institutions have responded to previous periods of stress will stand them in good stead in facing the realities of the 1990s.

Based on a premise that organizations seek to grow, colleges and universities have employed strategies to preserve or resume growth when faced with conditions that would diminish that prospect (Leslie and Miller 1974). Institutions should attempt to revitalize themselves through several strategies:

1. **The introduction of a new good or grade of good already in use.** If the degree is one of the goods produced in higher education, the amount of time and the types of degrees have changed to meet new market forces over the years—the awarding of baccalaureate degrees for teachers, associate degrees, and external degrees, for example. More recently, institutions have structured programs for part-time students, continuing professional education, and the awarding of associate and baccalaureate degrees as a credential and a wider range of fields.
2. The introduction of a new method of production, i.e., a new type of labor-saving machinery. Over the years, classes have grown in size, more graduate teaching assistants have been used, and the media have been used more extensively in higher education. Credit for previous experience and weekend programs are examples.

3. The opening of new markets. This strategy has probably been the most used innovation in higher education. We have a long history of becoming more egalitarian in the types of programs offered and students attracted. Various new student clienteles have become increasingly important to institutions.

4. The employment of a new source of supply production factors. Institutions have long sought financial resources from a variety of sources, including churches, federal, state, and local governments, and auxiliary enterprises. Most recently, institutions have sought voluntary gifts from friends, alumni, corporations, and foundations. Similarly, increased management of funds and internal accountability for the use of funds have been used to get the most out of resources available.

5. The reorganization of an industry, several industries, or part of an industry. Higher education institutions have sought to form consortia, joint research institutes, and collaborative efforts with business and industry and other organizations (Leslie and Miller 1974, pp. 24–25).

Today, institutions are revitalizing and reorienting their efforts in the face of external pressures by increasing emphasis on principles of quality management, using information technologies, refining the management of enrollments, attempting to attract private monies (for public colleges) and public dollars (for private colleges), containing costs, and forging new partnerships with business and public education. These strategies are emerging from aggressive institutional planning and management. The extent to which they are successful in maintaining an institution's vitality will determine institutions'—individually and collectively—ability to survive into the next century.

**Principles of Quality Management**

Concerns about enrollments and pressures to refocus energies, scale back size, and increase accountability to a variety
of constituencies argue for more effective management in higher education. As a result, the application of management theories, practices, and strategies to higher education has grown. Borrowed from business, the growing body of references on academic management leads to increasing sophistication in academic leaders' management.

Like the institutions of which they are a part, student affairs organizations are more systematically applying principles of management. The growing body of literature on management in student affairs routinely addresses the allocation and management of resources (Barr 1988), program review and evaluation (Brown 1985; Gordon and Weist 1988; Ludeman and Fisher 1989), the development and supervision of professional staff (Woodard and Komives 1990), management issues in general (Barr, Upcraft, and Associates 1990; Delworth, Hanson, and Associates 1989; Sandeen 1991), and management skills needed for effective leadership (Clement and Rickard 1992).

The increasing attention to management in colleges and universities is not without its detractors. While for some, increasing attention to professional management brings much-needed efficiencies to campuses (Waggaman 1991), others remind us that education is a business unlike all others and cannot be made to focus solely on the bottom line (Rollin 1989).

Considerable interest in Total Quality Management (TQM) or Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) is growing on many campuses. These strategies of quality management seek to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of colleges and universities. Quality management seeks to engage the talents of the campus fully in making certain internal and external customers of all activities are satisfied. Organizations that adopt quality management will have:

- Constructive competition
- Shared values and unity of purpose
- Collaboration on broad issues
- Simultaneous and synergistic planning
- Emphasis on responsibility to contribute
- Decentralized partnerships built upon situational management
- Team accountability
- Constancy of purpose
• Win-win resolution of conflicts through conflict management.
• Probably most important, a superior professoriat, student body, and administration (Cornesky et al. 1991, p. 9).

In 22 institutions that have implemented TQM, a number of student affairs functional areas were improved, including management of enrollments, outcomes assessment, career planning and placement, and housing procedures (Seymour 1991). In implementing TQM, institutions found that initial investments in training, study, and evaluation resulted in increased efficiency and effectiveness over time.

Quality management holds great promise for student affairs. First, because student affairs organizations are focused on students and quality management refocuses institutions’ efforts on customers, primarily students, attention to traditional goals of student affairs is likely to increase. This is not to say that in quality management goals for student affairs will not have to be revised and focused—simply that with all units in an institution working cooperatively to establish goals focused on customers and evaluating efforts directed at their satisfaction, student affairs professionals will be able to provide leadership. Employing an approach of quality management, student affairs organizations can sharpen planning and management while maintaining their commitment to the development of students.

Second, as a strategy to evaluate and rank student affairs programs, principles of quality management can enable student affairs professionals to focus their efforts and develop confirming data to identify those efforts most essential to students’ satisfaction. In tough fiscal times, student affairs organizations can take the lead in effectively evaluating efforts, enhancing those that best serve students or reducing or eliminating those that do not.

Information Technologies
Continuing advances in information technology hold great promise for institutions in the quality and effectiveness of management, information about students, design and delivery of curricula, and the extent and quality of interaction between students in and out of class. Expansion of campus fiber optics systems, use of Internet and Bitnet, integration of information processing in the classroom, use of custom designed text
books and instructional materials, the capacity for efficient management, and the availability of information about students fill the agendas of campus meetings and the journals and newsletters of professional organizations.

In student affairs organizations, the expanding use of information technologies leads to the ability to employ more sophisticated information about students and the institution to design programs and services, to increase productivity in management, planning, and information processing, and to design and deliver services by phone, computer, and media (Baier 1993).

Essential to the design, delivery, and evaluation of any program or service is the effective management and use of information. First, through the collection and analysis of data about students and programs, student affairs professionals are able to learn more about students' needs, characteristics, program use and effectiveness, and the like. Student affairs professionals should develop strategic information about students, staff, programs, curricula, facilities, equipment, and finances; put in a usable form, such information can be used for creative solutions to problems or to capitalize on opportunities for new efforts. Perhaps most important, it can assist student affairs organizations to target efforts for maximum impact.

Second, use of information technologies can greatly increase the capacity of student affairs organizations to handle the volume of information and communication involved in student affairs. Automated office systems and integrated student information systems encompassing admissions, academics, financial aid, discipline, student development activities, placement, and alumni records can vastly expand the ability of student affairs professionals to address individual needs and to develop a sophisticated understanding of students.

Finally, information technologies offer the opportunity for the delivery of student affairs programs and services with fewer people. Telephone menus to link questions with answers and services, information kiosks, computer-based guidance systems and assessment, data bases to provide timely information (about internships and employment, for example), and interactive videoconferencing to off campus centers or to a student's home can expand the productivity of student affairs professionals in serving students.

Student affairs professionals can reach out and match a student's needs with academic and developmental programs and
services through better information, and the goals of enrollment management can be better achieved through the employment of information technologies (Erwin and Miller 1985). The effective use of technology can help student affairs professionals better enable the development of students through ongoing analysis of the use, outcomes, and evaluation of programs and services (Baier 1993).

**Refining Enrollment Management**

Enrollment management involves:

... a host of functions that cross divisional lines, including clarification of institutional purpose, program development, marketing and recruitment, financial aid, orientation, and retention. ... As a process, enrollment management helps institutions: (1) develop a keener awareness of their purpose and character in relation to the student marketplace; (2) improve ties to prospective client groups; and (3) attract students into and through the institution (Baldridge, Kemener, and Green 1982, p. 27).

As a set of strategies, enrollment management provides a systematic approach to attracting, retaining, and graduating students. As institutional efforts to effectively manage enrollments have expanded, all members of the campus community have become more actively involved in the process. Continuing concerns about the number of students and more specific concerns about the ability of institutions to attract, retain, and graduate students from underrepresented groups are troubling issues for most institutions.

In the 1980s, a growing body of literature established the importance of efforts to improve the recruitment and retention of students and their achievement. A study of the role of student services in eight underenrolled institutions demonstrated that the investment in efforts could reap benefits in retention (Green 1983), and a study of college presidents found that presidents regarded the chief student affairs officer to be critical to recruitment and perceived him or her to possess considerable skill and expertise in this area (Kinnick and Bolheimer 1984). More recent work demonstrates that student affairs professionals' increasing involvement in campus means students are more likely to remain enrolled, to develop, and to achieve (Astin 1992; Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). The
students most likely to graduate from institutions are those already enrolled; reducing attrition is the easiest way for institutions to maintain healthy enrollments (Levine and Associates 1989).

More recently, scholars have attempted to determine the effect of specific programs on reducing attrition among students. Financial aid, college survival programs, and extended orientation programs are important to persistence (McIntire et al. 1992; St. John, Kirshstein, and Noell 1991; U'craft, Gardiner, and Associates 1989). Students actively engaged in their campuses are more likely to achieve and persist (Astin 1992). (See Hossler 1991 for direction in evaluating recruitment and retention programs.)

Yet as financial pressures worsen, student affairs organizations and their programs often suffer disproportionately (Cage 1992). In an attempt to downsize programs and balance strained budgets, institutions often cut student affairs budgets and programs designed to address the varying needs of a diverse population to maintain the vitality of the institution’s academic core. Such a strategy, however, could prove counterproductive, given the potential for a crisis in enrollments in many institutions; a viable student life component could determine the very survival of some institutions (Baldridge, Kemerer, and Green 1982).

Given the importance of retention to an institution’s viability, chief student affairs officers should lead the effort to understand why students leave, where they go, and what efforts lead to their retention (Shay 1984). Such an effort was the successful Intentional Student Development and Retention Consortium, involving 12 colleges and universities in the Northeast, which brought faculty and student affairs professionals together to develop effective strategies (Stodt 1988b). The importance of student affairs professionals’ efforts to recruit and retain students and to manage enrollments cannot be understated.

**Broadening the Resource Base**

While continuing to court their traditional supporters, colleges and universities are actively seeking funding from other sources. And institutions are developing an increasing array of programs and activities to generate additional revenues.

While state appropriations for higher education have dipped, private giving for higher education continues to grow.
In fiscal year 1991, private giving to higher education amounted to $10 billion (Council for Aid 1991). Annual giving and capital campaigns are part of every institution’s revenue development plan. Major campaigns, seeking to generate hundreds of millions of dollars, are not unusual among a growing number of both public and private institutions.

More recently, the debate over whether to subsidize institutions or students has been renewed. Subsidies for students rather than for institutions could be an effective strategy, but the level needed to make the system work could be too great (Mingle 1992).

Regardless of funding from the major sources of revenue, institutions are seeking to develop new, albeit smaller, sources of revenue. Some approaches, like debit cards for campus food and other services that provide flexibility for students and controlled profit margins, are more profitable ways to perform current functions. Others, such as sports, music, and avocational summer camps, elderhostels, training and conference programs, and personal enrichment programs and services, are newer ventures. While their most important function is perhaps to use campus facilities more fully, they can also be a source of revenue, create interest in eventual enrollment for a student, and increase the institution’s generation of revenue in the local community. Other activities, such as licensing and marketing the institutional logo or trademark, are pursued primarily for the revenue they generate. Institutional activities contributing to economic development are leading to the creation of research parks and business incubators, hotels or other conference facilities, and the development of campus facilities to house private ventures serving the college community.

Not all efforts designed to increase an institution’s revenue base are viewed positively. More and more institutions are competing for private dollars, and competition for public dollars is heating up. But the many institutional activities designed to generate revenues provide opportunities for student affairs organizations. Today’s student is tomorrow’s alumnus or alumna, and interest is growing in fostering the desire to continue supporting the institution even before graduation. In many institutions, student affairs professionals are integrally involved in fund raising and alumni activities. Student affairs professionals could be instrumental in identifying and organizing students to cultivate and solicit support among alumni.
More specifically, student affairs professionals could be involved in fund-raising activities among classes, associations of parents, and the like. Likewise, many student affairs organizations are working with private funds that have been made available to support typical student services, such as named and general scholarship funds, funds to support cultural activities, and capital funds to construct or renovate residence halls, arts centers, and student activities buildings.

Cost Containment

Even as institutions seek to broaden their sources of revenue, they seek to contain costs as much as possible. While cost containment is a goal more than a strategy, increasing attention is paid to the ability to maximize revenues while minimizing or avoiding costs (see, e.g., Waggaman 1991 and Zemsky and Massey 1990).

Institutions should employ certain principles as they seek to reduce the scope of their operations:

1. Strong organizations often need retrenchment as much as declining organizations.
2. An institution's mission should be reconsidered before retrenchment is considered.
3. Retrenchment must consider the possibility of growth.
4. Decreasing expenses has a more predictable impact on financial resources than increasing revenues.
5. Across-the-board reductions should be minimized.
6. More revenues often mean more costs.
7. Issues of quality should be as important in retrenchment as issues of revenues and costs (Chabotar and Honan 1990, pp. 30–31).

Student affairs organizations in institutions embarking formally or informally on cost containment might be greatly concerned over potential cuts in the student affairs budget. That concern can be minimized by organizations that can clearly demonstrate their efforts to be cost-effective, particularly efforts that lead to students' achievement and persistence, or by organizations that explore other sources of revenue. Institutions looking to contain costs might ask faculty to resume advising and counseling, however, roles currently performed by student affairs professionals (Lazerson and Wagener 1992). In such situations, student affairs professionals must...
articulate their strengths and successes and be willing—along with others in the institution—to reassign or eliminate some efforts.

Building Partnerships

For years, colleges and universities have nurtured relationships with business, industry, and other schools in six broad areas of collaboration: (1) concurrent enrollment programs; (2) enrichment, compensatory, and motivational partnerships; (3) academic alliances and other teacher-to-teacher partnerships; (4) preservice teacher education and professional development efforts; (5) tutoring and mentoring programs; and (6) partnerships for school improvement or restructuring (Greenberg 1991). Partnerships between higher education and elementary and secondary schools, for example, generally seek to strengthen teaching and learning and improve access to postsecondary education. Such relationships recently have become more frequent and formal as all partners seek to redirect efforts, borrow expertise, and deal more effectively with complex social and economic problems.

Partnerships between business and higher education have grown out of collaborative efforts to conduct research and expand the frontiers of technology. Recently, business and industry and institutions of higher education have seen that collaborative efforts like research projects, cooperative education, sharing equipment, personnel, and facilities, and job training and professional development are becoming increasingly important to the future vitality of both. In working together, however, collaborators need to have realistic expectations, ongoing administrative support, a focus on satisfaction for consumers, and insulation from the other organization’s internal politics (DeBevoise 1986).

With the number and range of activities involving partnerships, all units in an institution increasingly are involved in efforts to support partnerships. For student affairs, partnerships with schools and businesses create opportunities for college readiness and transition programs, community service and student tutoring, mentoring programs, student internships and practicums, networks for exploring careers and career placement, and the involvement of educators and business people in enabling students to bridge the worlds of academe and business.
Summary
The responses to changing conditions employed by institutions have important implications for student affairs organizations. For student affairs professionals to be effective partners or leaders in strategic institutional responses, they will need to develop new and enhanced skills, programs, and services. Planning and management skills, including the employment of quality management, effective design and use of information technologies, the management of enrollments, raising funds from different sources, an understanding and application of cost containment, and skills needed to establish and foster partnerships, should be further developed. Student affairs professionals will be involved in planning and in program evaluation and research.

Most important in the development of new skills and programs is the realization that the combined talents of institutions will be needed to address changing conditions. Parallel but separate paths for faculty and student affairs professionals will no longer be tolerated in increasingly responsive and productive quality-oriented institutions.

The involvement in an increasing number of collaborative arrangements inside and outside the institution will move the traditional role of student affairs to a role that will be increasingly central to and integrated with institutional roles and priorities, a role that will move student affairs beyond the often isolated management of student life to a partnership with faculty and administrators concerned with the entire institution and its responses to changing conditions. Working as an environmental scanner, milieu manager, market analyst, legal adviser, development officer, researcher, and quality assurance specialist—as well as counselor, educator, and coordinator—the student affairs professional can be seen increasingly as one who seeks to integrate the goals of individual development with institutional development. To meet the demands of a new role, however, the student affairs professional must have a sound understanding of the role, the skills it requires, and the programs and services it demands.
ME INTEGRATOR: A New Role Explored

Since the late 1800s, faculty have transferred much of their responsibility for the social, affective, and moral development of students to student personnel professionals while retaining responsibility for the cognitive development of students. Likewise, the central mission of institutions—once both moral and academic—has become more purely academic, and, as a result, attention to the moral and affective development of students has been reduced to a supportive role. In this century, growing numbers of student affairs staff have assumed responsibility for students’ extracurricular experiences, even as the student affairs function settled into a support role.

As the profession grew, it sought to define itself as distinctive within the higher education community. Engaging in this pursuit, however, might have unwittingly encouraged the belief that student affairs is a separate and less critical function than that performed by faculty. By establishing the affective domain as its province, student affairs positioned itself away from the intellectual heart of the institution. Today, observers still question whether student affairs is peripheral or central to an institution, and all too often, they reach the conclusion of 25 years ago—that it is peripheral (McConnell 1970).

Recognition is growing, however, that, in serving students, student affairs professionals are serving the institution in ways that are increasingly important to the institution’s overall vitality and viability. That is, efforts to create inclusive campus environments, serve students’ changing needs and interests, and bring principles of quality management to the campus are resulting in opportunities for leadership in student affairs, such as in recruiting and retaining students, fostering academic achievement, and contributing to the institution’s efficiency. Furthermore, those efforts designed to involve students—on-campus employment, enhanced residential experiences, a variety of student activities—enhance the educational experience and contribute to the quality of education. Indeed, recognition is increasing that student affairs is a critical factor in promoting students’ involvement (Astin 1985, 1992; Study Group 1984).

Participation in comprehensive efforts aimed at responding to changing conditions suggests a coordinating or integrative role for student affairs professionals. Student affairs is able to take the lead in formulating and implementing responses by integrating students’ needs and traditional student affairs
goals on the one hand and institutional goals and priorities on the other (Shaffer 1973; Silverman 1971, 1980; Wolfe 1993).

Assuming leadership by developing collaborative institutional responses to challenging conditions that benefit both students and institutions is a natural evolution of the student affairs function that places student affairs in a pivotal role within the institution.

To realize the potential of this role as integrator, student affairs professionals must be certain that their efforts are central to the institution’s mission. To do so, student affairs professionals must move proactively to capitalize on the opportunities offered by changing conditions.

By anticipating the changes, trends, and developments that will affect higher education and the student populations, we can reconceptualize our approach to student services... We must recognize that the need for many of the services we traditionally provided has been irrevocably changed or nullified by circumstances totally beyond our control and that our techniques for providing such services have, in many instances, been rendered obsolete by technological and managerial developments (Brodzinski 1978, p. 5).

Student affairs professionals must assess their contributions to the institution and its students, work cooperatively with others in the institution to integrate those activities more completely with the institution’s mission and goals, develop even greater expertise on students and their college experience, and become more active and creative in contributing that knowledge through comprehensive organizational responses to changing conditions (Dickson 1991). An “alert, assertive response to these forces [changing conditions] will make student affairs essential to institutional effectiveness” (Shaffer 1984, p. 112).

To capitalize meaningfully on this opportunity, student affairs organizations must engage in a variety of integrating actions, including developing an integrated mission within student affairs, integrating the theory and practice of student affairs, integrating the academic and student affairs communities, and integrating the campus and society.
Developing an Integrated Mission Within Student Affairs

Student affairs professionals have by no means been exempt from the disagreement about the goals and purpose of higher education and the struggle associated with translating these perceptions to programs and services. “Over 215 different service or program titles [depict] the vast diversity of ‘deeds’ undertaken by members of the profession” (Hunter and Comey 1991, p. 10). Unfortunately, little has been accomplished in the last ten years in terms of clarifying, streamlining, or more consistently describing the roles that professionals assume.

Although several rationales for the existence and role of the student affairs profession have emerged over the years, they generally have been based in one of two primary perspectives: (1) a student-centered orientation with a focus on the personal needs and development of students; or (2) an institutional or administrative orientation with an emphasis on the management of programs, staff, and services (Delworth, Hanson and Associates 1989).

The perspective of student developmentalist is one in which the student is viewed primarily as a client whose personal development is the goal and direct product of the professional’s efforts. Drawing on psychological theory and using techniques like counseling and psychoeducational interventions, the student developmentalist seeks ways to stimulate and support the student’s psychological, intellectual, career, social, ethical, and cultural growth. The student affairs professional who employs an administrative orientation employs organizational and management theory in focusing his or her efforts most directly on enhancing the services, policies, and operations that make up the institutional infrastructure. The proponents of the administrative approach perceive themselves as working primarily for the institution and its goals and priorities.

A third philosophy, which integrates both administrative and student development orientations, is the student services perspective. This orientation not only incorporates elements drawn from each of the other two perspectives but also complements their endeavors. The student services orientation attends to the student in terms of his or her needs, which range from the basic concerns of life (shelter, food, safety, health) to those that support the academic mission (admin...
sions, academic skills, for example) to opportunities for affilia-
tion (social or educational events, student clubs) to develop-
opmental services (counseling, testing, careers). Rather than
seeking to exclusively promote the personal development
of a particular student or the organizational development of
the administrative infrastructure, however, the integrator
assumes a role that facilitates the development of the whole
student by creating, managing, and ensuring the availability
of necessary institutional services and programs and a campus
environment that serves both students and institutions.

A fourth integrative role for student affairs still has relevance
for today's professionals (Crookston 1976). A manifesto for
student development entitled "Student Personnel: All Hail
and Farewell!" calls for professionals to recognize the lim-
itations of both the terminology and the practice of student
affairs exclusively as service management or "student per-
sonnel," as it was once commonly known, contending that
the perceptions and role of student affairs professionals
should be expanded to a more holistic conceptualization of
the interaction between the student and his or her environ-
ment, that of milieu management.

What is milieu management? It is the systematic coordina-
tion and integration of the total campus environment . . .
the organizations, the structures, the space, the functions,
the people, and the relationships of each to all the others and
to the whole . . . toward growth and development as a demo-
cratic community. In furtherance of human development
theory, the relationships of the whole milieu with all its parts,
and vice versa, must be symbiotic, or mutually enhancing
or growth producing. Thus, as the individual and the group
contribute to the total community, they give the community
the capacity to create the conditions that contribute to the
enhancement of the individual and the group (Crookston
1975, p. 46).

Similar in concept to milieu management is the suggestion
that student affairs professionals function as "campus ecology
managers" (Banning 1989) and shift from viewing students
as individuals to conceptualizing students as part of the larger
campus interactive ecosystem.

Attending to students' and the institution's needs while
managing the campus milieu enables student affairs profes
sionals to recognize the interrelationship between students and institutional priorities and the need for proactive campus evolution. The milieu or ecology manager still needs to acquire expertise in student development and administrative development, but these individuals work within a larger, campuswide system context beyond those limited service areas traditionally viewed as the domain of student affairs.

The integration of the practices of student development and organizational development under the rubric of milieu management incorporates evolving trends in both areas. As theories of student development have evolved, they have increasingly begun to consider the critical shaping force of the various campus and off-campus factors on students (Huebner 1989; Baxter-Magolda 1992). Similarly, organizational theorists have come to realize how the changing nature of the student population, the explosion in technological innovations, the proliferation of litigation and legislation, shifts in the world political and economic structure, and the recognition of social problems on campus have affected the institution (Caple and Newton 1991). A marriage of these views provides the milieu manager with a special perspective on both student and organizational development. Recently, interest has been renewed in the notion that the student affairs profession must not view services, programs, or even students as mutually exclusive foci for its efforts (Bucci 1993). More important, it is in the facilitation of the interaction of these various components that the true function of student affairs exists.

As the unit with the most encompassing relationship with students and with other administrative and academic offices, the student affairs organization is the logical agency to assume the role of milieu manager on campus. Implicit in this rediscovered mission and role for the student affairs professional, however, is the need for student affairs professionals to possess a body of multidisciplinary knowledge and skills. Essentially, the milieu manager must be capable of designing and implementing interventions for students' development, the organization's development, and environmental development. Accordingly, he or she must be able to involve, teach, consult, advise, plan, budget, counsel, manage, research, evaluate, supervise, mediate, and train. If the student affairs profession is to rediscover, expand, and assume the comprehensive role of milieu management, then existing knowledge, skills, and
perspectives must be expanded, and in some instances entirely new expertise must be acquired (Banning 1989; Frost 1991).

**Integrating the Theory and Practice of Student Affairs**

It is not unusual for the student affairs professional to become overwhelmed with the day-to-day supervision and management of an office or service. The omnipresent pressure of deadlines, accomplishing more with decreasing resources, legal liabilities, and responding to "political" forces causes the professional to put priorities on his or her efforts in ways that can diminish students' and the organization's development. As a practical reality, the pressures of daily responsibility override the importance of using developmental theory (Piper and Rodgers 1992).

While the concept of student development has received widespread support as the basis for the student affairs profession, the same cannot be said for organizational or administrative theories. Many student affairs professionals appear to be reluctant to fully incorporate organizational or administrative theory into their role. As a result of misunderstandings, administrative theory is frequently viewed pejoratively, while student development theory is embraced as the fundamental foundation for programs and practice (Vaala 1989).

That student affairs professionals have also exhibited a reluctance to strategically generate goals, design and implement programmatic interventions, and evaluate their effectiveness has seemingly been a function of conflicting priorities, the abstract nature of many theories, the difficulty in obtaining meaningful measurements, and a lack of training in translating theory to practice (Knefelkamp, Widick, and Parker 1978). But perhaps the most significant obstacle to the use of theory in practice is a pervasive attitude among student affairs administrators that although "interesting" to study in graduate school, theory is not something that one really uses in daily practice (Moore 1990). If student affairs professionals are to realize their full potential as integrators, they must understand, use, and apply theories - formal and informal, developmental and organizational - to design interventions and programs, effectively manage them, and modify them based on systematic evaluation.
Integrating the Academic and Student Affairs Communities

The distance, both literal and figurative, between student and academic affairs has undoubtedly fueled a great many mutual misconceptions about their respective roles and perspectives. Preliminary studies examining attitudes of student affairs staff and faculty have revealed that while both demonstrated an equivalent concern for students’ development, neither constituency believed the other to be as concerned or capable of facilitating that outcome (Hintz and Stamatakos 1978). Such gaps are not unexpected, given the all-too-limited degree of interaction between academic and student affairs departments on most campuses. The failure of colleges to establish links between students’ out-of-classroom experiences and their academic endeavors has impeded not only students’ overall personal development but also the quality of their academic experience (Seldin and Associates 1990). Furthermore, this sometimes dysfunctional relationship has become one of the greatest sources of dynamic tension on the campus today (Boyer 1987). For institutions to meet students’ needs more effectively, in and out of the classroom, and promote achievement, substantive communication between academic affairs and student affairs must increase.

Ironically, it is within the struggle to deal with some of the most difficult issues currently facing colleges that the greatest opportunities for such collaboration could exist. Certainly, the increasing diversity of the college population has been noted as a tremendous potential strength, but realizing that potential might not be accomplished without addressing the dilemma of balancing the desire for calm on campus and the inevitability of some degree of dissonance.

While the changing ethnic composition has been the most publicized aspect of diversity thus far, certain, perhaps less obvious, variations could present even more complicated challenges. Many of today’s students are part of a generation that is not only ethnically diverse but also is culturally, economically, and in family structure diverse. Furthermore, it is the only generation born since the Civil War to come of age unlikely to match their parents’ economic fortunes and the only one born in this century to grow up personifying not the advance but the decline of their society’s greatness (Howe and Strauss 1993). The efforts of colleges to establish mean-
ingful multicultural communities have been impeded by escalating campus violence, increased levels of observed psychopathology, and a prevailing attitude of cynical consumerism from students who have been confronted by societal problems that many faculty and administrators never encountered. Gaining the respect and confidence of students who question a professional's ability to understand their experiences is certainly not a new issue on campus, but motivating and preparing students who might feel disenfranchised to deal with the complexity of interrelationships in today's global society require an unparalleled unity between academic affairs and student affairs. It can no longer be accomplished unilaterally (Bricketto 1989).

Student affairs professionals, to the extent that they are experts on students and enjoy a centralized position on campus, can be valuable resources for perplexed faculty, academic administrators, and other staff who seek greater understanding of today's diverse college population. Conversely, faculty support for student development goals is essential to their acceptance as institutional goals (Astin 1984). The weight of research demonstrating the positive effects of student affairs professionals' efforts - shaped by student development theories - on students' satisfaction, persistence, and achievement (Astin 1992; Pascarella and Terenzini 1991) establishes the basis of students' development as an essential educational goal. Yet:

...the suspicions and confrontations between faculty members and their institutions, nurtured by this absence of faculty from the total life of the institution, tears at the very fabric of a university, depriving it of the talent and energies so needed to accomplish its...mission (Wood 1991, p. 3).

Clearly, collaboration between academic affairs and student affairs is necessary to accomplish the goal of students' overall development - both academic and personal. Therefore, creating opportunities for faculty and student affairs professionals to share expertise is essential for an institution's viability and vitality and features student affairs professionals as credible experts within the institution.
Despite the potential power of this cooperative relationship between student affairs and academic affairs, overcoming a history of organizational segregation could continue to prove difficult. Many student affairs professionals have endured the notion of being on the periphery of the institution by claiming nonacademic development as their sovereign domain. The notion of now sharing that realm with faculty—even for the cause of advancing students' development—could prove to be threatening; that threat, however, must be viewed as an opportunity.

A realistic and practical integrated administrative approach is that of *functional teams management* (Jones 1988). This synergistic strategy is based on the notion that common situations, problems, and circumstances are interwoven in the interests and responsibilities of students, student affairs, and academic departments, and a functional team is assembled in relation to each common overlapping issue or area. A functional team designs coordinated strategies to diagnose and resolve only the particular common issue or area under consideration. One of the distinct advantages of this collaborative problem-solving approach is the potential for meaningful interaction among students, student affairs staff, and academic staff on many levels. Certainly, no shortage exists of identifiable common concerns that would provide the focal point for collaborative efforts between student affairs and academic affairs (see table 1).

Enrollment management can also present a logical and practical opportunity for collaborative partnerships between academic affairs and student affairs. First, attracting and retaining qualified students is in the best interests of all concerned campus constituencies, including students, faculty, administrators, and alumni. Second, in its broadest conceptual sense, enrollment management should be viewed as a process that extends well beyond admissions and directly involves strategies based on both academic affairs and student affairs to prevent the attrition of otherwise able students. Research studies investigating retention, persistence, and attrition have consistently concluded that, in conjunction with an individual student's characteristics, the ability of a student to academically and socially integrate into the institution is a critical factor in retention (Astin 1985). Helping students to make informed decisions about which college to attend, assisting them in the transition, and enabling them to be successful...
### TABLE 1

**POTENTIAL FOCAL POINTS FOR COLLABORATION BETWEEN ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND STUDENT AFFAIRS**

1. Help students to enhance ethical development by identifying and clarifying their academic, personal, career, and other values.

2. Manage disciplinary problems from a unified rather than a unilateral approach for consistency in response.

3. Reduce attrition and promote retention by addressing academic and nonacademic factors to manage enrollments.

4. Assess and evaluate services, interventions, and individual student development as part of research in student affairs.

5. Recruit and admit new students by addressing both academic and nonacademic factors in the selection process.

6. Enhance the freshman year to facilitate transitions and institutional integration.

7. Incorporate academic, avocational, and career interests with residential life programs.

8. Facilitate career decisions by recognizing the link between academic programs or courses and career choice.

9. Respond to alcohol and drugs on campus to prevent personal and academic debilitation.

10. Develop a holistic institutional mission with goals and objectives that incorporate cognitive, affective, career, physical, social, spiritual, and psychological development as interdependent features.

11. Respond to increased violence on campus.

12. Respond to increased psychopathology, balancing the needs of troubled students and the community.

In cognitive and affective growth are parts of an ongoing process that neither student affairs nor academic affairs is capable of accomplishing alone (Hossler 1985).

Working together, faculty and student affairs professionals can combine talents to better serve students and the institution. If one message has come from recent business literature, it is that discrete units serving their own self-defined interests cannot contribute effectively and efficiently to the organization's broader goals. Providing leadership to integrate efforts is a major opportunity for student affairs professionals.
Integrating Campus and Society

Higher education in the United States has an extensive legacy of preparing its graduates for roles as leaders of society—in business, government, religion, and an increasing array of professions (Carnegie Council 1980). Yet while responding to the evolving needs of society through research, teaching, and service, colleges frequently sought to insulate themselves from many of the very problems and issues they were preparing students to deal with (Harvey 1992). In truth, most colleges have a history generally of reacting to social changes rather than anticipating them and proactively intervening. Women, ethnic minorities, and students from lower socio economic classes, for instance, found their way into the academy more by default, legal stipulation, or economic necessity than by open invitation. Even today, many colleges are confused by increasingly diverse enrollments and how they might be changing the very nature of education.

Just as the campus is becoming more diverse, so too is the world community. We are witnessing movement from a collection of separate nations whose functions and fates were generally distinct to the development of a multinational economic society in which the interests of nations are inextricably interconnected. Currencies are common to all nations, trade barriers are being eliminated, and the problems of one nation have an inevitable impact on others. To reassert their positions as socially relevant and viable institutions, colleges will need to become proactive and to prepare students for this rapidly changing world, not just as it is but also as it will be.

It is for this new type of global society that we must seek to prepare leaders—those who can envision and understand how events in one part of the world will affect other areas. Unfortunately, many college students suffer from a profound lack of awareness of the significance of world and even local events and often have a feeling of being overwhelmed by the complexity of the world (Astin 1992). To assume responsibility for leadership in this new global society, student affairs professionals must learn to become facilitators and coordinators of efforts to help students develop a vision that extends beyond the campus gate and their personal aspirations.

Colleges can begin this process by helping their students learn about and become involved in local, state, and national issues. Although this idea was personified by the Freedom
Riders, Peace Corps members, and Vista volunteers of 30 years ago, such endeavors are receiving a renewed emphasis. In 1993, new legislation, growing out of grassroots efforts by students and institutions and establishing a national initiative for community service programs for college students, was enacted with substantial financial aid incentives for participation in related programs. It will be incumbent upon colleges to design meaningful opportunities for such involvement.

Helping students to become aware of local, national, and world issues, to develop a sense of social responsibility, and to undertake practical experiences to enhance their expertise as leaders is a natural interdisciplinary role for student affairs professionals. Table 2 includes a number of suggestions that student affairs staff might institute to enhance their students' knowledge, skills, and values.

**TABLE 2**

**POSSIBLE PROGRAMS TO INTEGRATE THE CAMPUS AND THE COMMUNITY**

1. Offer campus programs to promote intercultural awareness and to enhance students' awareness of the many cultures and nations that make up the world community.

2. Develop community service programs to provide direct links between colleges and their communities.

3. Develop community service internships to provide students with hands-on intensive and regular opportunities to learn about and address real problems.

4. Develop campus programs that address real local and international issues rather than general, nonspecific topics.

5. Encourage students to become involved in their own campus community and with the organizations and problems that are part of that community.

6. Provide leadership training for students to develop their skills in addressing campus and community concerns through systems and organizations.

7. Develop the staff in terms of their awareness of local, campus community, national, and international issues.

8. Encourage academic programs to include links, comparisons, and/or the perspectives of other cultures in the subject matter.
Summary
Student affairs professionals have a special perspective on institutions and their constituencies. Moreover, as the professionals who reach out to those who would be students and to those same students after college, they have a special understanding of the connectedness of the efforts of faculty, student affairs professionals, and the students themselves -- and of all to the community and the world. Student affairs professionals must accept the challenge to use the talents of such experiences as integrators inside and outside the institution.

A number of forces and trends... are changing the nature and effectiveness of student affairs. The complex nature of the problems facing society is reflected in the problems of colleges and universities and amply demonstrates the difficulties of the profession. The challenge is not merely to work harder or longer but to perform duties and functions creatively and visibly so that there can be no institutional doubt as to the essential nature of student development oriented programs and services (Shaffer 1984, p. 114).

To realize the potential of a role as integrator to integrate students' needs, the goals of student affairs, and the institution's goals -- calls for student affairs professionals to develop an integrated mission within student affairs, to integrate academic and student affairs communities, and to integrate the campus and society.

A shared vision of student affairs that is broad and inclusive is essential for its future. By integrating expertise in the theory and practice of students' development with that of organizational and administrative management in responding to changing conditions in society, the higher education enterprise, and among students, student affairs professionals can assume a more visible, viable, and vital role as leader in the institution.
The challenges for the student affairs professional in serving the institution in new roles are varied and demanding. Responding to students who are more diverse every year in ethnicity, age, career and avocational interests, and outlook is challenge enough. But as an integral part of organizations that are employing new strategies to respond to rapidly changing conditions, the role of student affairs is even more complex. Meeting these challenges requires student affairs professionals to use creative approaches. Managing student affairs is a whole new ball game (DeWitt 1991). Student affairs professionals who are responsible for coordinating institutional responses to changing conditions need to develop expertise in a multitude of areas—quality management, organizational and political skills, and research and evaluation—and integrate them with traditional skills.

In addition to developing, enhancing, and applying practical knowledge and skills, student affairs professionals serving as integrators must also be comfortable working with a variety of distinct theoretical perspectives and functional styles. They must be capable of blending together the respective contributions of many students, faculty members, and administrators to generate new models for collaborative leadership. Essential to enabling a role as integrative leader is for student affairs professionals to develop a clear vision, to become more effective and efficient decision makers, and to facilitate the development of creative and comprehensive strategies to address complex issues.

**Developing Vision**

Understanding and integrating students’ and the institution’s needs—needs that are constantly evolving—call for great skill. Given this need for student affairs professionals to constantly respond, adjust, and make transitions, they must have “broad knowledge, a sense of courage, a belief in a strong set of ethical and moral principles, and creative, imaginative minds capable of identifying many potentials” (Caple and Newton 1991, p. 112). In essence, the qualities necessary to be an effective college or university leader are not unlike those of the entrepreneur: seeing new markets or better ways of doing things, translating new concepts into clearly articulated goals, and, through others, bringing ideas to reality. An entrepreneurial leader has a vision—an ability to look ahead—without
being trapped by what is happening at the moment. The visionary leader's awareness cannot be limited to the scope of activities within his or her office or department but must extend to the remainder of the institution and beyond the campus (Barr, Upcraft, and Associates 1990).

The visionary leader must also be able to conceptualize and clearly articulate a purpose and mission for the organization by incorporating the insights of colleagues. A shared vision enables new priorities, common goals, and joint responsibilities that will emerge and flourish not only in the form of programs and services but also as a sense of collaborative investment.

Unfortunately, under the press of daily obligations, student affairs professionals have either chosen or lapsed into the functional mode of day-to-day manager. Doing so, however, diminishes the future of student affairs, attention to students' needs, and the institution's ability to achieve its goals. Student affairs professionals must strive to be more than crisis managers if they are to be effective leaders.

The chief student affairs officer must function as an institutional leader in eight roles: articulator of a philosophy, advocate for students' needs and interests, transmitter of values, interpreter of institutional culture, institutional leader and policy maker, champion of causes, institutional planner, and public relations spokesperson (Stamatakis 1991). To serve in any or all of these roles calls for an encompassing vision that recognizes how the contributions of many individuals can be melded into real programs, services, and solutions.

While the ability to conceptualize a direction is an essential characteristic of leadership, the ability to translate this vision to organizational reality in the form of programs, services, staffing, and structures is a much more tangible administrative skill. The "art" of organizational change agency has become an increasingly important element of college and university leadership, and student affairs professionals should look to a tactical approach to organizational change as a model for doing so (see, e.g., Creamer and Creamer 1991). As student affairs organizations struggle to respond to many emerging issues, innovative leadership and the ability to introduce and effect creative solutions will undoubtedly prove to be a key element of the student affairs professional's role.
Streamlining the Administrative Process: Effective Decision Making

Student affairs organizations—embedded as they are in collegial institutions and consensus builders by nature—can also be viewed as indecisive (Barr 1988). Reliance upon collegiality as a means of making decisions and developing policy can become an expectation that can lead to an emphasis on process that minimizes concerns for outcome. In some instances, the practice of collegiality in planning and management might have been taken to such an extreme that it “gives the appearance that [student affairs professionals] are afraid to make a decision unless by committee” (DeWitt 1991, p. 187).

Such emphasis on process is an outgrowth of the role and voice of caretaker. Unfortunately, the hard issues of academic and institutional management—governance, curriculum, budgeting, management—can eclipse the issues voiced by student affairs. In fact, the voice of caretaker has typically been disregarded or overwhelmed by the voice of justice that dominates campus decision making (Hamrick and Carlisle 1990).

The strengths of active collaboration and communication, both within and between management components, are increasingly recognized as critical features of effective organizations (Barr 1993). Expeditious and unilateral decisions—once the hallmark of the strong manager—are increasingly contrary to principles of quality management. The challenge for student affairs professionals is to balance the strengths of a collaborative decision-making style with timely outcomes.

It is unlikely that many administrators individually possess the level of insight and expertise available through the collective input of a group of qualified staff members. While such active collaboration is essential for comprehensive planning and decision making, however, doing so is inherently a time-consuming process. Balancing the importance of soliciting colleagues’ knowledge and skills is the need to foster each staff member’s sense of personal investment in the situation, and the reality of the pressure to make timely decisions presents an imposing challenge for the student affairs professional who is seeking to function as an integrator: Ad hoc collaboration simply cannot be the vehicle for attempting to do so. Therefore, it is imperative that student affairs professionals design new types of administrative processes that are inclusive...
yet efficient (Porter 1989). Organized procedures must be developed for soliciting and organizing input—especially involving cooperation between student affairs and academic affairs—in the development of institutional goals, responses to daily problems, and the management of crises. Dependence on informal contacts, issue-driven ad hoc task forces, and other forms of reactive interactions must be replaced by organized strategies for proactive collaboration.

In that decisions are ultimately shaped by the quality of the information and the process available to administrators, an organized approach directly improves the quality of decisions. Student affairs professionals striving to become more effective decision makers must systematically assess, synthesize, implement, and evaluate. Intuitive understanding confirmed by anecdote is an insufficient basis for a student affairs program or organization. The limited capacity of many professionals to be able to clearly demonstrate their effectiveness is a glaring deficiency with professional and pragmatic implications (Bok 1986). Regardless of philosophical or operational perspective, student affairs professionals must be able to identify needs, design appropriate interventions, implement those interventions, measure outcomes, and evaluate the impact of programs and services. With more strategic information about programs and services, decisions can be more effective. Table 3 shows an organized collaborative decision-making and intervention planning model to improve decision making.

**Developing Comprehensive Strategies**

Beyond the need for student affairs professionals to develop an ever-wider array of expertise is the ability to integrate and apply this diverse knowledge and capability to real campus problems. Increasingly, comprehensive strategies are needed to address complex issues and concerns, such as dealing with troubled students, understanding and preventing attrition, and fostering a multicultural environment.

**Responding to troubled students**

Recent studies suggest that the number of students who manifest behavior associated with some form of a severe personal or psychological problem has dramatically increased (Gilbert 1992)—perhaps as much as tenfold (Gallagher 1989). Students who are struggling with academic, personal, or psychological problems might manifest this experience in the form
TABLE 3

A COLLABORATIVE ADMINISTRATIVE TAXONOMY

Phase 1: Collaboration. Establish a clear procedure for efficiently soliciting the input of campus faculty, administrators, and others with related information or expertise.

Phase 2: Presentation and Problem Identification. Assemble the collaborative team and/or implement the process for cooperative analysis. The initial goal is to clearly identify the problem and/or issue to be addressed with regard to the perspectives of academic affairs and student affairs as well as any other potentially related spheres, such as family, place of employment, membership on an athletic team or student organization, residence hall community, and so on. Involve representatives from each sphere determined to be relevant.

Phase 3: Information Gathering, Analysis, and Assessment. Through collaborative analysis, determine to what extent the issue involves discrepancies between ideal (mission) and actual levels of functioning in terms of:

1. Student development: The knowledge, skills, or level of personal development of individuals or groups of students. Which students are most critical, at risk, or in need?
2. Organizational development: The effectiveness and efficiency of policies, procedures, services, operations, or programs. Which organizational components are most critical, at risk, or in need?
3. Environmental development: The aggregate, social “press,” or physical aspects of the campus environment. What aspects of the environment are most critical, at risk, or in need?

Phase 4: Identification of Goals and Objectives (Outcomes). Based on the comparison of the discrepancies found to exist between the ideals and the realities as identified during assessment as well as input from the collaborative process, identify specific outcomes that need to be facilitated in student development, organizational development, and environmental development as well as in other related spheres.

Phase 5: Collaborative Responsibility for Intervention. Given the identified goals and objectives for academic affairs and student affairs, and other spheres, determine the specific responsibility for developing related interventions.

Phase 6: Designing and Targeting the Intervention Strategy. Interventions (such as programs, organizational restructuring, classes, workshops, new facilities) should be designed to address the specific issues that were identified as concerns and appropriately targeted to those students, administrative components, or environmental fac
Phase 7: Consideration of Resources. Assemble the staff, money, facilities, equipment, and other resources to implement the interventions, and reassess your intervention strategies and or goals if you do not have the needed resources. Rank the interventions in terms of perceived importance and available resources.

Phase 8: Evaluation. In the short term, how will you evaluate the extent to which each intervention strategy was effective? How will each outcome be measured in terms of the key variables to be examined and the evaluation process to be implemented? In the long term, how will you evaluate the extent to which the overall series and or collection of intervention strategies made a difference on the campus? How will they be measured in terms of the key variables to be examined and the evaluation process to be implemented?

of impulsive behavior that is destructive to themselves or disruptive to others at school.

Student affairs staff frequently encounter situations in which a student's behavior, as a function of an underlying personal problem, calls for skills beyond those of the individual professional. In most instances, those professionals are expected to be able to identify a wide variety of problem behaviors and initiate appropriate referral—generally in the form of counseling or discipline. Even as increasingly complex problems are being observed on college campuses, however, legal, developmental, and ethical challenges are emerging associated with simply dismissing troubled students or providing short-term counseling.

The dismissal of students whose behavior creates chaos in the community is an understandable and sometimes necessary reaction (Brown and DeCosta 1989). Their presence can be disruptive on three distinct levels: the violation of campus policies, the taxing of campus crisis intervention services, and the concerns of friends and roommates whose limited exposure to such problems can draw them into codependent behaviors or cause them to react by fearing and withdrawing from the troubled individual. Despite the form of disruption, the indiscriminate use of punitive disciplinary sanctions or
mandatory psychiatric dismissal as the primary means of dealing with these students can have ethical and legal consequences (Pavela 1985)—an opinion reinforced by the implementation of the Americans with Disabilities Act in 1992 (Frank and Wade 1993). Still, retaining such students leads to other dilemmas: To what extent should the college or university take active responsibility for students who are experiencing severe personal and/or psychological difficulties? Does the college have the responsibility or the capacity to function as a residential treatment center? And how does one balance the legal rights of the troubled student with the needs of others in the community?

While many institutions find they have little option other than dismissal, other institutions are attempting to generate campus-based alternatives for ongoing treatment of troubled students. Rutgers University, the University of Michigan, and New York University, for example, are among institutions that have designated specific residence hall areas as substance-free zones to provide a supportive haven for those students who are recovering from substance abuse or who would otherwise be troubled by even the presence of legal substances. Other collaborative strategies might include allowing the student to remain at the college under the conditions of reduced course loads, alternative residential arrangements, ongoing therapy, regular meetings with an adviser, or behavioral contracts.

While the issue of the extent of institutional responsibility remains in question, the fact is that professionals will continue to encounter situations in which traditional disciplinary or counseling systems are inadequate. As levels of psychopathology increase on campuses, institutions might soon need to design more collaborative strategies to address the needs of psychologically troubled students whose presence can be mildly (not necessarily severely) “disturbing” to others (Delworth 1989). Many such students have the potential, with some degree of support, to complete college successfully. The immediate dismissal of these students at the first sign of difficulty raises considerable moral and legal questions.

College counseling centers, besieged by an influx of students seeking such assistance, are caught in the dilemma of quality versus quantity. For those students whose need is more one of support and validation, participation in group work has proven to be an effective alternative. A considerable
number of students remain, however, who need more intensive psychotherapy. For many student affairs organizations, the only logical course of action has been to limit the number of allowable counseling center sessions and/or make immediate referrals to private off-campus agencies; indefinite psychotherapy sessions are no longer an option. While such a policy might be feasible at the urban or suburban institution with adequate community agencies, the same is generally not true for rural campuses. There, the decision to limit therapy could prove to have potentially dire consequences for the student-patient as well as for the other members of the college community (such as roommates and classmates) who might be directly affected by the impulsive behavior of a student who is struggling with an untreated psychological problem. More creative and expansive solutions are needed. As a guide, campuses should:

- **Develop comprehensive policies and procedures.** In conjunction with legal counsel, counseling center staff, and the disciplinary officer, the student affairs organization should first develop a clear policy on the circumstances and process through which a student can or will be suspended or expelled on psychiatric grounds. The Assessment-Intervention of Student Problems (AISP) model, for example, emphasizes distinguishing between psychiatric and behavioral factors (Deiworth 1989). Because situations will arise when dismissal is the most appropriate response, having an established policy and procedure is imperative.

- **Integrate disciplinary and therapeutic responses.** Responses should include attention both to violations of behavior and to the psychological origin of the behavior. Unilateral counseling interventions could inadvertently send the student the message that his or her behavior was acceptable, and a disciplinary response without accompanying treatment could address the symptom while ignoring the cause of the behavior.

- **Collaborate with other professionals.** These matters involve decisions that have academic, psychological, and administrative implications. A case conference technique in which representatives from each unit operate as a campus intervention team by meeting to consider the incident.
meet with the student, make decisions, and develop cooperative responses is a critical component of the AlSP model (Delworth 1989). As appropriate, the student’s family might also become involved. With some modifications in each area, such as a reduced course load, a change in rooms, education of the roommate, counseling or treatment, and regular support from staff, the student’s disruptive influence can be reduced and the potential to graduate increased.

**Understanding and preventing attrition**

Despite increased attention to managing enrollments, some projections suggest that over 50 percent of entering students will withdraw from the institution in which they enrolled before they obtain a degree (Giddan and Weiss 1990). The anticipated attrition rate for women and minority students is even more alarming (Levin and Levin 1991).

The extent to which a student has successfully been integrated, academically and socially, into the college environment appears to be significantly associated with the decision to remain at college (Astin 1985, 1992; Tinto 1987). Critical elements of persistence are the living environment, the classroom experience, academic advising, extracurricular involvement, financial support, and faculty involvement (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). Clearly, the importance of one’s peer group and the sense of being accepted as a member of the curricular and extracurricular groups of the college are of utmost importance (Stodt 1987a; Webb 1987).

The pervasive view of attrition and the related responses have tended to be institutional in nature. Administrators have sought to understand and address the causes on a global basis through efforts focused on identifying campuswide factors. A student does not form an immediate singular bond with the institution, however. An individual’s decision to leave college occurs over time, shaped by the quality of interactions between that individual (and his or her own attributes, skills, and dispositions) and other members of the institutional academic and social systems (Tinto 1987). The contention is that neither integration nor attrition is a singular event but rather a progressive series of engagements, failures to engage, or disengagements with a multitude of academic and social elements on campus. Therefore, campus integration and involve
ment occur on many levels through the student's associations with multiple sub- or micro-environments, such as a residence hall group, formal clubs and organizations, an academic department, faculty, and informal campus peer groups. A student experiencing frustration or disillusionment in one micro-environment can still remain engaged and supported by his or her involvement in others. Conversely, disengagement from an institution might also occur in a similar manner. Eventually, if disengagement becomes too pronounced overall or if it occurs within an area of high priority for the student, attrition is likely.

Conceptualizing retention from this perspective can provide valuable insights in understanding the progressive nature of attrition. The early identification and response to students who are at risk could be a function of monitoring and facilitating their involvement, not merely in academic units but also in terms of each of the other micro-environments.

Through their roles in student life, student affairs professionals are in a special position to directly observe students integrating with or disengaging from campus environments. The extent to which a student becomes involved in the residence hall community, in clubs and other formal student organizations, fraternity or sorority life, athletic or intramural teams, and informal student groups should be readily apparent. Perhaps even more obvious is the student whose involvement is declining as he or she disengages from the group.

Student affairs professionals could be in a position to proactively enhance a student's respective skills to facilitate engagement in each area. Furthermore, through active involvement with students and the nonacademic aspects of the campus, student affairs professionals should be able to recognize the early stages of progressive disengagement and intervene immediately. The student affairs professional should examine attrition from the student organizations and communities with which he or she works and seek ways to prevent disengagement or encourage and facilitate the student's involvement with other campus groups. Failing to intervene until the student has already experienced repeated failures to integrate could prove to be too little, too late. In this manner, the student affairs professional becomes an integral component of a multifaceted institutional initiative to retain students (McIntire et al. 1992).
Developing a multicultural campus environment

Although representation still remains ethnically disproportionate, colleges and universities have already experienced some significant transformations in their ethnic and gender compositions. Unfortunately, as the enrollment of traditionally underrepresented populations has increased, campuses have not been free of the racism that erodes the capacity of the campus culture to address the challenges and opportunities of a more diverse student body. The challenge of creating a diverse campus environment is undoubtedly one of the most difficult issues that student affairs professionals will address during the coming decade (Kalantzis and Cope 1992). A limited understanding of intercultural issues and great urgency to respond quickly hamper colleges' and universities' efforts. Unfortunately, in the absence of clear goals and a thoughtful, developmentally based plan as a foundation by which to design and evaluate campus efforts, it remains difficult to determine their efficacy. Despite their good intentions and activities, leaders on many campuses have only begun the task of moving the institution from a monocultural to a multicultural environment (Manning and Coleman-Boatwright 1991). Thus far, the prevailing imperatives for advancing multiculturalism appear to include the demographic diversification of the student body, the creation of specialized student services, and the development of ethnic studies courses (Wright 1987). A number of institutions have attempted to introduce policies to regulate inappropriate and or hostile behavior, including speech that can be perceived as inciteful or harassing, and most campuses have designed education and awareness training programs, particularly within student affairs organizations.

In terms of faculty and administrators, marginal advances have been made in diversifying the student affairs professional staff, but increasing the number of minority faculty has been less successful (Sagaria and Johnsrud 1991).

It is astonishing that more progress has not been achieved in removing racism and clarifying the legitimate role of minorities in university settings . . . If higher education is simply unable to progress, there may be more things wrong within our still cloistered academic world than critics maintained in the 1960s. People change more slowly than insti
tutions, but evidence suggests that colleges and universities may be unable to change fast enough, at least in this arena (Siggelkow 1991, p. 100).

This limited success has led many to question whether the strategies colleges have employed have really effectively promoted an ethnically and culturally integrated campus. Social isolation and selective segregation are still readily apparent on our campuses. Many members of underrepresented groups who have not felt accepted by the dominant campus culture have chosen to affiliate primarily with one another for reasons of personal preference, a lack of feeling valued, and a pressure to conform to the standards and values of the dominant campus group.

Historically, the traditional method of dealing with a new campus population has been to assume that the campus melting pot would encourage these new students to adopt the majority's values. Today, that perspective has been modified with an increased focus on identifying and promoting commonalities among students rather than emphasizing differences. Yet within this positive approach still exists the tacit assumption of some sort of monocultural campus community as the ideal goal. Doing so could be a failure to recognize the importance of ethnic and cultural identity to individual students. That differences exist is not inherently a negative: Learning to appreciate and value those differences is the key. From the perspective of student development, learning about others is a function of interaction and exposure. When our perceptions of one another are based on stereotypes, media images, and fears, a certain degree of dissonance is to be expected when we come together—whether on or off campus. The challenge is to acknowledge, manage, and transform that dissonance into meaningful development. Efforts by administrators to devalue differences, avoid uncomfortable discussions, and prevent conflicts are understandable; however, such actions can unintentionally also constrict not only individual development but also the emergence of an honest campus environment where misunderstandings and apprehensions can be openly addressed and resolved. Student affairs professionals must help institutions find a balance between calm on the campus and productive dissonance.

Seeking to create a multicultural or culturally pluralistic campus environment, student affairs professionals must simul-
taneously address the needs and interests of a variety of student groups, striving for their respective cultures to be recognized on campus. Efforts to accomplish these goals have all too often precipitated negative or cynical reactions from members of the dominant student population, who fear what they see as the potential erosion of their own culture.

Establishing a multicultural campus environment is an evolving process, and if the transition is to be successful, educators must do more than recruit a significant number of diverse students and then respond to any related problems as they emerge. They must search for ways to conceptualize and address multiculturalism proactively from three perspectives: student development, organizational development, and environmental development (see table 4).

The process of inclusion for members of underrepresented groups involves seven critical elements: adequate financial aid programs, an environment that supports multiculturalism, academic retention programs, faculty involvement, communication with prospective students and their high schools, a social climate that instills a sense of comfort, and commitment by the institution’s leaders (Brown 1991). These objectives cannot be accomplished through unilateral interventions and segregated services. While students are being urged toward mutual appreciation of cultural differences, student affairs and academic affairs staffs cannot continue to work in isolation.

The traditions of academia are strong, and for the many faculty, administrators, and staff whose own college experiences were at a predominantly monocultural campus, their personal and professional growth will be a necessary precursor to establishing an environment that not only protects the basic rights of each campus cultural group, but also seeks to encourage expression (Hossler 1985).

Summary
The nature and scope of problems that have become critical concerns for the student affairs professional vary by institution, and this discussion is not intended by any means to be exhaustive. Given the demographic and cultural changes in students, economic trends that have imposed greater fiscal restraints on colleges, legal decisions and actions that demand compliance, social issues and problems that confront and influence students, and political and administrative institutional forces, the role of the student affairs professional could

New Perspectives for Student Affairs Professionals
CRITICAL PHASES IN DEVELOPING A MULTICULTURAL CAMPUS

1. Establish clear definitions and realistic goals.
2. Establish a comprehensive plan, including student development, organizational development, and environmental development.
3. Prepare and involve the campus and community.
4. Develop the current staff’s expertise on multiculturalism, and hire minority staff.
5. Develop support services and programs for minority students, and enhance intercultural expertise of existing services.
6. Establish related behavioral policies and standards to deal with inappropriate behavior.
7. Encourage the involvement of student organizations in increasing membership of minorities.
8. Offer a variety of educational and social intercultural programs.
9. Incorporate minority perspectives in academic courses.
10. Develop and educate minority students to prepare them to deal with the transition to campus and to facilitate integration and involvement.
11. Develop and educate majority students to encourage intercultural awareness.
12. Establish a mentor group program for minority students to provide ongoing support.
13. Encourage minority students to assume positions of leadership on campus.
14. Recognize innovations and efforts of individuals and departments in facilitating multiculturalism.
15. Evaluate progress toward meeting the goals.

be more stressful than ever before. As a result, student affairs professionals, to better serve students and their institutions, must be prepared to develop an enhanced vision, become more efficient and effective decision makers, and lead efforts to develop comprehensive strategies.
Formal and informal notions of student development have shaped college experiences since colonial times. During the 1960s and 1970s, however, the emergence of specific models that sought to explain the content and process of development prompted many to view this perspective as a logical unifying theoretical or operational foundation for student affairs. Student affairs professionals must understand and seek to integrate a variety of developmental theories and models, effectively translate theory into practice, and advocate for or engage in research on student development.

Employing student development as a unifying theoretical or operational foundation for the profession is difficult. First, despite some general commonalities, the variety of student development theories often employ different terminology, present distinct notions of what constitutes development, and offer different or minimally defined outcomes. Therefore, no single accepted standard or conceptual framework of student development exists upon which practitioners can base the design of interventions and measure their success.

Second, translating student development theories into effective practice has often been elusive, because many theories are complex and difficult to translate. And for many student affairs professionals, daily pressures preclude planning and reflecting on theories in the design and delivery of programs and services.

Third, the college population has radically changed since student development theories were originally devised. Theories based on the predominance of white males between the ages of 17 and 22 have proven to be inadequate in considering the developmental process of women, nontraditional students, members of varying ethnic and cultural populations, and those whose sexual orientation is homosexual (Moore 1990).

Fourth, many student development theories are predicated on a more or less closed campus environment. Today, with campuses reaching out and students balancing a number of different roles, a broader understanding is needed of how students develop and the shaping effects of their many contexts.

Fifth, integrating efforts to promote student development with administrative practices continues to be challenging. And, sixth, the paucity of a meaningful research base to validate existing theories has limited their applicability. The student affairs professionals, daily pressures preclude planning and reflecting on theories in the design and delivery of programs and services.
affairs professional needs a focus for and substantive research on the utility and practice of student development.

The Evolution of Student Development

In a general sense, student development is the application of the principles of human growth in the context of higher education. While perhaps not formally recognized as such, elements of student development have always been inherent in the relationship between students and a college or university. Even the responsibilities of moral development and the notion of acting in loco parentis were basic manifestations of a set of beliefs about the nature of students and their needs for growth and guidance (Moore 1990). But it was not until the latter part of the 19th century that William Rainey Harper, president of the University of Chicago, was moved to call for the “scientific study of the student” and the formal incorporation of the principles of psychology in higher education (Herr and Cramer 1979). Shortly thereafter, three distinct movements began to emerge that would eventually come together to give birth to student development as a focus for colleges and universities.

First, the notion that one’s experiences as a child and adolescent shaped adult life was promoted through the wide popularization of Freudian concepts of human development near the end of the 19th century. This adoption of psychological principles of personal growth eventually led to the sweeping mental hygiene movement of the early 1900s.

Second, the burgeoning industrialization of the United States created a great need for helping individuals learn about and choose a vocation that would be a good fit with personal skills, needs, and interests. Essentially a merger of these new psychological concepts of personality and other characteristics with vocational selection, career testing and guidance became pronounced functions in the years after World War I. Educational institutions were urged to establish curricula that encouraged students to integrate their values, education, and life style by linking their beliefs with their career.

Third, student affairs struggled to establish a clear professional identity and purpose, and it was in the movement toward vocational guidance that many student affairs staff saw a clear parallel on their own campuses. The personnel guidance movement, by combining the tenets of psychology with the process of vocational testing and counseling, afforded
a clear opportunity for student affairs to assume a vital role in higher education. In the years between the end of World War I and the depression of the 1930s, that promise was fulfilled to an unprecedented, and perhaps since unequalled, extent (Fenske 1989).

This new role was described and embraced in a 1937 statement by the American Council on Education, which served as a clarion call for student affairs to be concerned with the education and development of the whole student as a philosophical basis for the profession—the foreshadowing of the perspective of student development.

During the subsequent three decades, various theorists gained and lost favor as student affairs professionals struggled to understand the elusive concept of the whole student (Wrenn 1968). In fact, little common agreement existed as to what constituted development, how this process actually occurred, or the extent to which growth could and should be intentionally facilitated.

While the debate continued, the tumultuous 1960s provided even greater impetus for practitioners to clarify how college students developed. Theorists, such as Nevit Sanford, Arthur Chickering, William Perry, and Lawrence Kohlberg, developed models that focused on the internal process of growth and development. Others, such as Theodore Newcomb and Kenneth Feldman, contended that the secret to the developmental process was in the study of the environment. They and many other subsequent researchers investigated how the characteristics of the institution serve as factors in enhancing or inhibiting students' personal development.

The acknowledgment that differences in development could be only partially explained by institutional differences was underscored by the growing diversity of the campus population. Recognition grew that individual and cultural differences and characteristics might have been overlooked as significant factors in development (Astin 1970; Tinto 1987). As a result, student development professionals have been urged to concentrate on developing and targeting interventions for specific groups of students rather than for the entire student body. The use of general universal theories has given way to more focused models that consider the special experiences of each student group.

But the enthusiasm over the preliminary findings of student development has dimmed (Brown and Barr 1990). Too many
generalizations have resulted in misapplication, and the idealism of what initially seemed to be a powerful tool for guiding and shaping student affairs is being replaced by the realization that rethinking and considerable hard work remain.

Today, the term "student development" has evolved into a generic means of referring to four distinct, but related elements. It is used interchangeably to refer to (1) the process of growth and change, (2) the outcome of growth and change, (3) the intervention strategies intended to facilitate growth and change, and (4) the set of administrative offices and services charged with the responsibility for delivering developmental programs (Miller and Winston 1991). Further complicating communication among professionals is the fact that student affairs professionals come from a variety of backgrounds with different education and experiences. The absence of a singular agreed-upon definition for student development has led to differing translations and, hence, variations in knowledge, skills, and perspectives among professionals.

**Translating Theory into Practice: The Process Model**

The failure of theories of student development to clearly detail the process by which growth actually takes place has limited their practical utility. Having an understanding of stages, positions, or phases of development can provide a student affairs professional with a means of approaching a student and offering an idealized direction for future development, but many theories often neglect or only superficially address the process by which students actually undergo such growth.

For every student, a distinct set of issues, experiences, and other forces collectively exerts a shaping force on that student’s attitudes, knowledge, identity, and behavior (Oetting 1967). As a result, it is unusual for two students to respond to the same stimulus in quite the same way. Given the inadequacy of any one individual theory in addressing these issues, some suggest that it is only through the use of a battery of theories and an emphasis on the process of development that the practitioner can effectively meet the needs of diverse students (Andreas and Kragar 1989).

Despite the complexity of development, student affairs professionals facing the daunting task of attempting to facilitate a student’s growth have found the use of pragmatic informal approaches to be a viable alternative (Rodgers 1991). Logical notions of “how things happen” integrated with more formal
and researched conceptualizations have proven to be useful and infinitely more communicable approaches to student development (Rhatigan 1975).

The developmental process models provide a systematic format for translating a theory to intervention. A well known example, the Council of Student Personnel Associations (COSPA) model, provides a ten step approach to putting theory into operation. Such models serve to transcend differences among formal theories by providing a step by step account of the process of development and affording the student affairs professional with a realistic framework for putting a theory into operation.

**New Populations, Old Assumptions**

In countless works, student affairs professionals have been urged to recognize that the population of the United States is changing significantly. This diversity has come to be reflected more slowly on college campuses. The white, middle-class, 17- to 22 year old male cohort that has dominated the college population has been replaced by a much more varied student body.

With new student clienteles has come a change in perspectives on student development. Theories and models that emerged during the 1960s and 1970s have been subjected to a great deal of scrutiny. Of primary concern is the manner in which many of these theories were developed, particularly the use of the then much more homogeneous student population as a means of formulating central hypotheses. Efforts to now extend and apply these theories to today's radically different student body have been met with much criticism (Moore 1990). Research conducted during the 1980s confirmed the significance of individual and cultural characteristics as critical factors in development, especially those that serve to differentiate one from the majority population in a given environment (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chickering 1989).

It is now understood that many student development models were potentially ethnocentric, sexist, and culturally biased in origin. They tend to define development according to the standards of the population that dominated the environment when they were formulated. By failing to consider the importance of cultural differences and priorities and by pronouncing any variations from the model norms as being deviations and or developmental deficiencies, a great many of these early
models must be revised (as Chickering has done) or disregarded in working with diverse student populations.

Student affairs professionals are realizing that neither the use of a single developmental model nor the implementation of mass intervention strategies is as effective as matching the model and intervention with the student or student subgroup. Thus, the professional employing a developmental approach must become conversant with a cluster of discrete theories and understand their differences and similarities. Separate models explain the developmental process from an ethnic, gender, age, cultural, and sexual orientation point of view. The task of the student affairs professional is to be familiar with a variety of models, recognize the nature of individual students and student groups, and apply an appropriate model in an individualized manner (Brown and Barr 1990).

The Expanding Environmental Context

The limitations of student development theories extend beyond cultural and individual differences to the effects of campus and community environments. Early theories considered the context of the small closed campus environment, one that rarely exists today. Significant changes in communication, transportation, and economic interdependence have made our world a global village and the campus an active, if reluctant, participant. Students bring with them and continue to be subjected to the influences of those forces and events that exist or occur well beyond the gates of the college (Kuh 1981a).

The college is no longer the only environmental context within which the student functions. Rather, it is only one aspect of the student's life and but one source of influence on him or her. Developmentalists have come to realize that human growth is a complex process in which the individual's special cognitive, affective, and behavioral characteristics are modified through exposure to and interaction with all of the messages, people, and experiences with which or whom the person comes in contact.

Unfortunately, many theories of student development fail to present adequate explanations as to how the environment directly or indirectly shapes cognitive and affective development. Of the 24 theories practitioners use most, only four strongly emphasize the quality or nature of the environment in promoting development (Rodgers 1991). Of the person
environment theories, a question exists as to whether they are so complex that they defy effective implementation (Huebner and Lawson 1990). The student affairs professional, however, cannot ignore or underestimate the respective influence of the many on- and off-campus variables that simultaneously affect a student.

Emerging alternatives to the psychosocial, cognitive, and person-environment development models that have so far dominated the profession are college impact models. Impact models emphasize the interaction between the student and the environment (Astin 1985; Pascarella 1985; Tinto 1987). In considering the extent to which a student has become personally engaged and invested in various segments of the campus community—generally termed degree of involvement or integration—impact models allow the practitioner to examine and understand how these campus interactions influence the individual's development.

Impact models consider the significance of institutional policies, programs, and services as well as the effect of formal and informal campus groups, and the somewhat more conceptual environmental factors like aggregate values, norms, and behaviors on the student (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). Furthermore, these models also address the impact of differences within and between institutions and the influence of noncampus variables to a much greater extent than their predecessors (Weidman 1989).

Integration with Administrative Practice
Perhaps the clearest challenge for student development theory is its integration with administrative practice in colleges and universities. Student development theory implies the development of students as the guiding principle for student affairs organizations, but these organizations are also units of institutions that have related but different goals and priorities. In formulating responses to changing conditions, student affairs organizations must attend to both students' and institutions' needs; they must respond to students and systems. If student affairs professionals succeed as integrators, then they must attempt to foster the institution's or the organization's development as well as students' development (Borland 1980).

To the extent that the profession has become focused on students' development and neglected institutional goals, it has risked becoming more peripheral. Others in the institu
tion have rarely embraced student development practices. The goals of institutions and student affairs are often not integrated, and student development has not been incorporated into administrative or academic practice.

Concerns about finances and enrollments argue for undertaking preservation of the institution; despite an increasing recognition of the importance of nonacademic factors, however, student affairs is rarely perceived as the primary or leading provider of services that could lead to students’ retention (Green 1983; McIntire et al. 1992). Such is the case until and if student affairs professionals offer a convincing argument for the importance of students’ development to the institution and to students. Failing to do so threatens the future of student affairs. Simply put, student development must become more institutional and the institution must become more oriented toward students’ development if both are to flourish.

The Need for Research

Understanding and applying the development of students effectively depends on substantial research.

Student affairs staffs are expected to be experts on students and campus environments. . . . If what is published in student affairs and higher education journals accurately reflects what is known about the undergraduate experience, clearly student affairs staff must learn a good deal more about what actually takes place on their campuses (Kuh and Andreas 1991, p. 397).

The inability to clearly and conclusively demonstrate the connection among variables like campus characteristics or intervention programs and student outcomes is a severe handicap for the student affairs professional. Without the availability of a strategic research base, practitioners on many campuses are forced to rely on the smorgasbord method in which a great many general programs are offered on campus with the hope that the students who most need assistance will decide to help themselves by attending or somehow unavoidably stumble upon the programs if enough are presented. Certainly, the availability of social and educational opportunities is important, but the ability to ascertain whether separate or collective interventions in students’ development accomplish their intended goals is crucial. If student affairs professionals
are to translate theories of student development into practice, they must know why and how a practice works, not just that it works, and be able to validate that knowledge by applying it to other students and in other situations (Lei ning 1989).

Research on student development can be categorized in three distinct areas:

1. Sociological research that explores the relationships between students in general and the environment in which these students exist.
2. Psychological research that investigates the manner in which an individual student progresses along a given theoretical continuum.
3. Outcomes research that seeks to understand the impact of college attendance upon nontheoretical variables like persistence, satisfaction, socioeconomic status, and lifestyle (Stage 1989).

Unfortunately, the existing research is generally considered insubstantial both in form and content, limiting one's ability to draw upon other than tentative conclusions about relationships among and between variables (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). Another significant concern is the realization that there could be few, if any, actual singular direct relationships between one independent variable and a particular outcome. Researchers have begun to conceptualize outcomes as the result of the combined interactive effects of numerous variables that affect one another and only eventually are indirectly and relatively linked with a given outcome (Stage 1989).

Because development is an individualized process, however, researchers are as yet unable to predict outcomes with assurance.

Although faculty and other independent researchers have made many significant contributions, substantive research by student affairs practitioners has been rare (Johnson and Steele 1984). Most studies done by practitioners have relied on data obtained from survey research and/or qualitative techniques like focus group interviews to guide administrative decision making and interventions in students' development (Malaney and Weitzer 1993). Certainly, surveys and qualitative research are of immense practical value in identifying and understanding the issues facing students, the extent to which particular problems or characteristics are prevalent on a campus, and
factors associated with students' and the organization's development. It is also necessary, however, to conduct subsequent research to determine the impact of interventions and to discover whether what is being done really makes a difference.

While the body of independent research to refine theories of student development and test the techniques used to make them operational has been growing, the challenge remains to encourage campus practitioners not only to use these findings but also to conduct their own investigations to provide a foundation, direction, and validation of their own efforts (Astin 1990). The challenges of conducting research in a field setting can be overwhelming, yet the need for meaningful data to guide programs and interventions is critical. A review of research by student affairs practitioners makes several basic recommendations to promote additional meaningful practical research in the profession:

1. Researchers must develop well-designed, valid, and reliable instruments to measure the constructs associated with student development.
2. Investigators should provide journals to record information about reliability, validity, format of items, number of items, scoring procedures, and normative data, and a test manual with the instruments used in their research projects.
3. Normative data pools should be developed for each major construct and made available to researchers and practitioners.
4. Researchers need to clearly link theories of student development to their research to test and affirm or disprove those theories.
5. Researchers need to extend their studies to new populations that have previously not been included in investigations to broaden the scope of the research base.
6. Commission IX of the American College Personnel Association should be given greater visibility and ability to make unpublished instruments more available to practitioners (Tinsley and Ireland 1989, p. 446).

A recent review of research in student affairs suggests that cost and expertise are critical factors in the extent to which a student affairs organization engages in meaningful investigation and presents an overview of 15 specific research
methods available to practitioners based on these two concerns (Malaney and Weitzer 1993). Student affairs organizations should make a commitment to a research agenda as a priority in students' development, for "student affairs professionals who learn to use research in support of their planning, policies, and decisions will be the best equipped to advocate for student affairs in the coming years" (p. 136).

Summary: Recommitting to Student Development
Since the term "student development" was coined almost 30 years ago, the search for a universally accepted definition with standardized outcomes and measures continues. If the potential of student development as a theoretical, philosophical, and operational foundation for the profession is to be fully realized, however, fundamental challenges must first be resolved. Student affairs professionals, in their role as integrators, must recommit themselves to student development and tackle the challenges of diverse theories and models, theoretical limitations, and integration with administrative practice. The price for failing to do so will be ongoing confusion and inconsistency and limited recognition of the significance of student development in the educational process. It could ultimately be the ability of student affairs practitioners to demonstrate their effectiveness as student developmentists that could be the most critical aspect of attaining professional recognition and serving as institutional leaders.

Yet even within the student affairs profession itself is disagreement over the equality of student development and academic achievement as elements of the mission of higher education. In fact, one section of the 1987 Perspective on Student Affairs written to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the publication of the Student Personnel Point of View defines the role of student affairs as secondary to the academic mission and urges student affairs to continue to assume a supportive role (Baxter-Magolda 1992). But as colleges and universities face the 21st century, student affairs professionals must strive for greater awareness of the process of growth and the nature of the changes that they know college students will experience. Understanding the true impact of college and intentional efforts to promote student development and achievement is critical to student affairs professionals' assuming new, more central roles in institutions.
PREPARING STUDENT AFFAIRS PROFESSIONALS FOR CHANGING ROLES

Changes in students' and institutions' natures and needs consistently prompted an evolution in the role of student affairs as colleges struggled to redefine their relationship with students (Allen and Garb 1993). To be a viable profession, however, student affairs must take the lead in defining its future in the academy. Student affairs professionals must have a sense of the changes in the field and of the influential factors emerging from other sources that prompt its continuing evolution. For student affairs professionals to function as integrators, they must have strong interpersonal and organizational skills, including planning and budgeting, management and supervision, and research and evaluation.

Initial preparation in the student affairs profession should strive to prepare individuals to be effective in both students' and organizations' development. No graduate preparation program, however, regardless of profession, can provide graduates with all the skills and knowledge needed to sustain a vital professional life. Changing needs and conditions, new opportunities and challenges, emerging theories, and new research findings cause professions—and the skills needed to practice them—to evolve continually. Providing student affairs professionals with broad attention to the skills needed to formulate effective responses to changing conditions should be an ongoing goal of graduate programs and of institutional and individual professional development plans.

Graduate Preparation Programs
Defining the skills and experience necessary for entry into the field is difficult in student affairs for many reasons. First, the variety of roles in which student affairs professionals serve makes it difficult to define the common core of knowledge and skills (Hunter and Comey 1991). Second, individuals enter the profession in a variety of ways, and it is not unusual for many student affairs professionals to receive little or no graduate training in the field. Many student affairs professionals enter the field almost by accident, often making a decision near the end of their undergraduate education because of a critical experience or the encouragement of an influential person (Hunter 1992). Third, the diversity in preparation, outlook, and approach continues to be a source of both strength and weakness for the profession, continually feeding the debate about whether student affairs constitutes a profession.
under any definitions of the term (Stamatakos and Rodgers 1984).

In fact, graduate preparation programs tend to vary greatly in philosophy, content, and departmental location (Keim 1991). A study of graduate degree programs for student affairs professionals found that about 36 percent are oriented toward counseling, 29 percent emphasize administration, 25 percent focus on general human development, and 10 percent have no particular concentration (Rodgers 1983). Variety in the type of preparation received by graduate students has made many administrators wary, questioning whether new professionals are adequately prepared to carry out the variety of responsibilities particular to entry-level jobs or have the potential for leadership and depth of understanding necessary for upward mobility (Ebbers and Kruempel 1992). Many contend that the problem of professional credibility and acceptance is compounded by the lack of consistency in curricula for preparation programs and by the methods used in the education of future student affairs administrators (Beatty and Stamatakos 1990).

Despite attempts to establish a common core for preparation of student affairs professionals, such common learning is elusive (Hunter and Comey 1991). Recently, the Council for the Advancement of Standards (CAS) developed and promoted guidelines for preparation (Miller and Winston 1991) that designate three distinct major areas: student development, administration, and counseling. Each area contains sets of prescribed coursework and practical experiences that promote competence (Ebbers and Kruempel 1992). These standards hold great promise for the profession as a common core to help define itself while retaining the flexibility of programs to develop specific strengths. A number of leading graduate preparation programs have embraced the guidelines in the design of their programs. The CAS guidelines are voluntary, however, and it could be some time before it can be determined whether they successfully establish a common core for the profession.

Another method to ensure comparability in the preparation of student affairs professionals is the notion of providing credentials or certifying professionals. Such a process could afford student affairs a means of distinguishing those who possess appropriate professional training from those who do not (Mable and Miller 1991). Certification includes two central
elements: successful completion of a graduate program in student affairs that conforms to the standards presented by the CAS standards or a similar model, and satisfactory achievement on a variety of assessments, including tests of general and specialized knowledge and demonstration of effective professional practice. Attempting to develop and have accepted a process of certification would undoubtedly be controversial, but it could provide some unity within the profession and provide an opportunity to establish definitive entry-level requirements for knowledge, skills, and dispositions.

An integrative curriculum

Most graduate preparation programs require the student to accumulate a specified number of credits in coursework, often with a particular emphasis in administration, counseling, or student development (Rodgers 1983). Many graduate programs, even those conforming to the CAS standards, typically offer a quasi-counseling or a quasi-administrative degree (Delworth, Hanson, and Associates 1989). Regardless of concentration, programs must address the knowledge and skills necessary for student affairs professionals to meet the challenges of changing conditions and to work effectively with both students and the institution. Put simply, for a student affairs professional to be effective at promoting the development of students, he or she must understand how to engage in organizational decision making that can facilitate that goal; likewise, the effective administrator must be able to understand and apply student development theory to design and deliver programs effectively. Employing a specific set of interdisciplinary knowledge and skills to design and implement student development, organizational development, and environmental development interventions, the broadly prepared student affairs professional brings special talents to an institution.

A proposal for graduate preparation that departed significantly from previous models in recognizing the variety of skills necessary to be a successful student affairs professional in a changing world contends that student affairs work is conducted in an interactive, institutional context (Brown 1985). To accomplish the goals of student development, one must understand how this system developed, functions, and affects those who inhabit it. As such, it is congruent with the role of integrator or milieu manager.

New Perspectives for Student Affairs Professionals
Using this model (Brown 1985) as a foundation, the model in table 5 is presented as a means of identifying specific areas in which graduate programs should offer training. No attempt is made to delineate precisely how many courses a student should take in each area or to identify alternative means by which development in each might be fostered. Rather, it assumes that graduates should develop competence in each area. Table 5 reflects a student affairs graduate curriculum that, when integrated, should facilitate a comprehensive sense of professional expertise.

**Enhancing continuing professional development**

Despite the efforts of student affairs preparation programs to prepare new professionals to serve in a wide variety of roles, continuing professional development is necessary to maintain and enhance skills, develop new knowledge and skills, and develop effective, collaborative responses to changing conditions. The realities of day-to-day pressures on time and money often make it difficult for student affairs organizations or professionals to engage in an effective program of professional development. A substantial relationship exists between professional development and the effectiveness of student affairs organizations and the institutions of which they are a part (Creamer and Shelton 1988).

The continuing needs for professional development of novices and experienced professionals are somewhat different. New professionals require effective orientation to the institution and induction into the profession. More experienced staff need opportunities for enhancing their professional vitality. And both novices and experienced professionals need continuing involvement in opportunities to enhance their knowledge and skills.

**Orienting and inducting new professionals.** Employers of new student affairs professionals must recognize a responsibility to provide new staff with ongoing training and support to build expertise, develop professionalism, and provide opportunities to evaluate and improve performance. Given the variety of training and experience of newly hired student affairs professionals, efforts should be undertaken to build the skills of new professionals in the areas outlined in the proposed model for graduate preparation.

In addition, the seven of 45 skills deemed to be most critical are leadership, student contact, communication, personnel
### TABLE 5

**PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION PROGRAM MODEL FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS PROFESSIONALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Aspect</th>
<th>Student-Oriented Expertise</th>
<th>Organization-/Institution-Oriented Expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the Collegiate Experience</td>
<td>The College Student Professional Expertise</td>
<td>History, Philosophy of Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural Diversity</td>
<td>History, Philosophy of Student Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Current Issues in Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding Theory</td>
<td>Learning Theory</td>
<td>Organizational Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developmental Theory</td>
<td>Management Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counseling Theory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Person Environment Interaction Theory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Competence</td>
<td>Counseling Practices</td>
<td>Planning and Budgeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instructional Strategies</td>
<td>Management and Supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention Strategies</td>
<td>Program Assessment and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Research Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Law and Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing General Practical Skills</td>
<td>Conflict Mediation</td>
<td>Written Communication Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presentation of Workshops</td>
<td>Time Management Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technical Innovation Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Practice</td>
<td>Counseling Practicum</td>
<td>Internship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Professional Standards</td>
<td>Professional Ethics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional Standards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal Standards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional Activities and Involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Management, fiscal management, professional development, and research and evaluation (Gordon, Strode, and Mann 1993). Assessment of a new professional’s skills and knowledge in each area should form the core of the orientation and professional induction agenda upon initial appointment. Efforts should then be made to build the competencies of all professionals to a comparable level while allowing for specialization.

Other features of a professional orientation and induction plan should focus on developing an individual’s understand
ing of the institution's mission and goals, philosophy of student affairs, priorities for institutional affairs and student affairs, and general information about the institution's current status and future plans. In addition, all new professionals must understand the philosophical orientation and ethical norms of their profession, current issues and challenges for the profession at large, and consideration of future directions for personal and professional development.

Enhancing professional vitality. New professionals are not the only ones who need new and different approaches, strategies, and knowledge. After a period of considerable expansion (Keim 1991), evidence is growing that the number of positions in student affairs is declining (Janasiewicz and Wright 1993). With growth in the number of professional positions followed by contraction, more professionals will reach the midpoint in their profession (and beyond) remaining at the same institution and perhaps in the same position. As a result, the need for an effective professional development program will be essential to maintain professional vitality.

Every profession contains a challenge to remain professionally vital to maintain awareness of emerging issues and energetically integrate them with professional practice. Doing so is often difficult for the student affairs professional because of day to day demands. In every student affairs organization and for each professional, efforts must be made to identify and define professional development activities that continually expand professional vitality and capacity. Organizations and professionals should look for opportunities within the institution (cross functional internships, leadership development activities like administrative fellowships for women and minorities, and graduate studies inside and outside traditional student affairs programs), within professional organizations (issue oriented task forces, committees, and positions of leadership), and within the community (professional or business groups, opportunities for community service or leadership). Efforts to maintain vitality and avoid professional burnout are essential investments for each student affairs organization.

Continuing professional development for all staff. A number of issues are beginning to fill institutions' agendas for continuing professional development:
1. **Learning skills for collaborative problem solving.** The student affairs professional must have opportunities to become involved in the institution's efforts to develop comprehensive responses to complex problems and issues. A functional team (Jones 1988) or collaborative problem-solving approach enables student affairs professionals to serve both students and institutions while providing visibility as institutional experts on students and student-related institutional issues. To do so, student affairs professionals need traditional skills in interpersonal relations, group facilitation, and human development, along with more organizationally focused skills, such as planning and budgeting, and research and evaluation. Efforts to build these skills are essential in all student affairs organizations and in the profession generally.

2. **Applying technology.** Technological advances like computerization, voice mail, management information systems, telecommunications, electronic mail, and teleconferencing have the potential to enhance the productivity and effectiveness of student affairs staff substantially. Given rapid transformations in this area, regular updated training in the application of the latest technical innovations to traditional student affairs functions (such as student development) will prove invaluable to student affairs organizations (Watkins 1992).

3. **Reaching the community beyond the campus.** Tapping the potential of higher education to address social and community problems through special programs is emerging as a new role for student affairs professionals. In 1990, the federal government established the Commission on National and Community Service to award grants to colleges and universities for the development of links between college student services and social problems (Abdelnour 1992). To do so, student affairs professionals will need to learn to conceptualize student affairs in innovative ways to reach out to new populations not only on campus, but also within the community.

4. **Responding to the HIV/AIDS epidemic.** Although some colleges have sought to eliminate the involvement of HIV-positive students, legal and ethical considerations now require colleges to assume a more active role in involving these students (Cage 1992). Student affairs professionals must search for ways to educate and encourage all stu
dents to assume an active responsibility for their own well-being. Current information, training in intervention and policy development, and additional resources, however, will be needed to facilitate efforts.

5. Addressing violence on campus. The acceleration in the amount of violence on campuses during the past few years has prompted such federal legislation as the Student Right to Know and Campus Security Act and the Sexual Assault Victims Bill of Rights. Colleges are now required to maintain and publish crime statistics and to actively respond to the needs of victims of campus violence. Student affairs professionals are challenged to identify and understand the dynamics of violence and find ways to decrease this alarming trend. To do so, staff will need training in conflict resolution, mediation, related legal and disciplinary issues, and strategies to identify and intervene before the violence intensifies.

6. Fostering a multicultural campus. With the changing student population, professionals must develop a greater awareness of the wide variations in the development, heritage, customs, and needs of the many underrepresented groups on campus. If student affairs professionals are to actively promote the development of all students, they will have to become familiar with theorists whose work has begun to explore the differences in the nature and process of the development of students who are not 17- to 22-year-old white males (Moore 1990; Wing, Arredondo, and McDavis 1992).

7. Dealing with substance abuse. Addressing this continuing problem has a renewed urgency, based on estimates that as many as 20 to 30 percent of the cases seen at college mental health facilities could involve problematic use of alcohol or other drugs (Grayson 1989) and the clear links between substance abuse and violence. The Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act amendments now require that every college or university receiving federal funds establish a drug and alcohol prevention program (Palmer, Gehring, and Guthrie 1992). Student affairs professionals need to be skilled in recognizing the signs of substance abuse, confronting students to facilitate a successful referral, and addressing improper behaviors through discipline.
Summary
The evolving role for student affairs professionals as integrators demands new and enhanced skills, placing special demands on graduate education for the profession. Existing preparation programs need to be revised in light of an expanding role for student affairs professionals. Similarly, continuing professional education must address the ongoing needs for new and enhanced skills and competencies. New efforts in graduate preparation and continuing professional education are critical, not only to the fulfillment of challenging new roles, but also to the future viability of the profession.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The world of higher education is rarely static; changes in society, the higher education enterprise, and students themselves demand effective institutional responses. As a result, the role of student affairs is evolving to one that is more central and critical to the achievement of other institutional goals, to one that seeks a greater integration of efforts by all within the institution, to one that is concerned about organizational development as a necessary complement to student development.

As integrators, student affairs professionals must address both the institution's and students' needs and goals by developing and integrating a wide range of skills, exerting leadership in new contexts, and thinking of themselves in new ways.

Recognizing a new role for student affairs calls for responses by the profession: its professional organization, graduate preparation programs, and institutions seeking to maximize institutional effectiveness and vitality. The individual professional should not be alone in arguing his or her case for an expanded voice; recognition of this new role must be enabled by preparation programs, institutions, and professional associations.

From this new role and from recent efforts, a number of recommendations emerge. First, student affairs professionals must be prepared:

- **To assess the institutional environment.** Student affairs professionals must scan the environment to identify and interpret trends and events with implications for their institution and for student affairs. These trends include demographic changes, societal changes, economic trends, and the institution's political context. Student affairs leaders in this decade cannot afford to be isolationists.

- **To foster collaborative problem solving.** Student affairs leaders must be able to understand the important issues within their institutions and be prepared to interpret their implications for student affairs, to suggest ways in which student affairs can take leadership, and to alert others to important issues that must be addressed. Perhaps most important, student affairs professionals must be able to lead effectively in the development of comprehensive institutional responses to complex problems and issues.

- **To develop professional credibility with faculty.** To gain credibility with faculty, student affairs profession
als must contribute in significant ways to the academic experience, document such effects, and articulate their importance to faculty colleagues. Research and evaluation should build the capacity of student affairs professionals to present hard data on the importance of their efforts. Student affairs leaders should capitalize on the importance of students’ involvement as an opportunity to build relationships with faculty.

- **To disseminate strategic information on students and their expectations, needs, interests, and abilities.** Despite being the experts on students on campus, student affairs professionals often make little attempt to share their expertise with others. They must, however, more actively articulate that expertise to others in the institution. To be viewed as experts, they must ground rich anecdotal understandings in systematic studies, assessments, and evaluations.

- **To translate goals for student affairs to others in the institution in meaningful terms.** While institutions tend to share a culture, different units within even the smallest of institutions share different personal and professional values. It is essential to understand those underlying values and to be able to translate goals for student affairs in terms that are meaningful to others who possess a different set of values. To financial officers, for example, efforts to improve retention might be explained in terms of financial benefits; similarly, those efforts should be explained to faculty in terms of academic achievement.

- **To contribute to the quality of the academic experience.** Despite concerns about budgets, institutions are still concerned with the quality of the academic experience. Student affairs professionals must create cost effective ways to provide meaningful academic experiences, such as community service and service learning.

- **To contribute to the effective and efficient management of institutions.** Student affairs leaders must understand and manage their organizations effectively to contribute to the overall productivity of the institution, including effective management of human and financial resources, planning, evaluation and assessment, quality management, and cost containment. As leaders in efforts to forge comprehensive responses to complex institu
tional problems and issues, student affairs professionals must develop greater understanding of institutional costs, program effectiveness, and outcomes.

- **To develop skills for a broader role.** Student affairs professionals, to meet challenging new roles as environmental scanners, milieu managers, market analysts, development officers, legal advisers, and quality assurance specialists, must develop a broader array of skills, including planning and budgeting, research and evaluation, and quality management.

To accomplish these goals, student affairs professionals must be supported by their institutions. Therefore, institutions should seek:

- **To recognize, enhance, and support the efforts of student affairs.** Effective student affairs programs are essential to an institution’s survival and vitality, to the goals of a quality education, and to the institution’s service to society. This evidence should be brought to the attention of all within the institution as it seeks to address present and future challenges creatively.

- **To consider student affairs full partners in the institution.** Along with a recognition of the real and potential accomplishments of student affairs must come a recognition that a stronger role for student affairs in the institution will contribute to the institution’s vitality and effectiveness in new ways. Student affairs professionals can take leadership in areas beyond their typical roles.

- **To challenge student affairs professionals to make greater contributions.** Institutional leaders should expect student affairs staff to become more than disciplinarians, custodians, and educators; they should expect them to integrate students’ and the institution’s needs and to contribute meaningfully to institutional vitality. Institutional leaders should challenge them to develop the outlook, skills, and vision to look beyond their present roles.

To fulfill an expanded role, student affairs professionals need to develop a wider array of skills, and building skills begins in preparation programs; therefore, graduate programs must:
• **Develop present and future skills for the profession.** To be an effective student affairs professional calls for effective integration of skills necessary to promote both organizational development and student development. Common learning in preparation programs should address organizational and student development theory, counseling and human relations skills, planning and management skills, and research and evaluation.

And the professional associations representing student affairs professionals, such as the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA), the American College Personnel Association (ACPA), the Association of College Unions-International (ACU-I), and the National Association of College Admissions Counselors (NACAC), for example, should continue to provide leadership for the profession as it evolves to meet new roles. Specifically, the national associations and their regional and state affiliates must:

- **Continue to provide direction for the profession.** National associations should define and emphasize the changing role of student affairs and recognize those efforts where student affairs staff contribute in significant ways to the development of the profession and the vitality of institutions.

- **Promote continuing professional development at all levels.** While the continuing professional development needs of novices and experienced professionals differ, national associations should build on efforts established to help young professionals define their professional goals, broaden the range of skills needed by middle managers, and provide opportunities for leadership for experienced professionals. Activities should be promoted at individual, institutional, state, regional, and national levels. Associations representing student affairs professionals must take the leadership in designing efforts to meet the continuing professional development needs of a profession in transition.

If forces are joined, a new future for the profession can be realized, one with substantial benefits for students, institutions, the student affairs profession, and higher education.
To do so will require significant effort—particularly on the part of student affairs professionals—but while the effort could be great, so too will the rewards.
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